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Introduction

In this book, you will learn why Enterprise Content Management (ECM) is important and how it can be implemented utilizing the SharePoint platform. When you have completed reading the book, you will have the comfort level to know how to implement ECM inside of SharePoint and to understand why you are doing it. This will also help you bridge the gaps in communication between technology and business needs that exist in most organizations.

As you read the book, you will find that there is more emphasis placed on ECM principles than there is on SharePoint 2013. This is intentional, because as you will soon learn, trying to achieve ECM by simply turning on and configuring SharePoint features is completely the wrong approach. Until you fully understand ECM, you don’t stand a chance of making SharePoint’s features useful to deploy an ECM solution.

Our research, and more importantly, our practical experience have shown that the difference between successful ECM projects and disasters always points to a people or planning problem. Very often, business users are demanding an ECM solution and expect IT departments to implement it. Without a clear understanding of why they are implementing an ECM solution, IT takes the approach of setting up a SharePoint farm, enabling most, if not all, available features, and leaving the rest to the user. Or, it’s taken one step further, and they attempt to configure content management functionality such as versioning and managed metadata, without the guidance from the knowledge workers. This is the definition of “knowing enough to be dangerous.”

This results in a SharePoint farm configured, standard features enabled, and users given access. Left to their own devices, users will often blame IT for not seeing what they are looking for, and IT will be stuck without a clue about where to make changes.

Let’s hope that at this point the organization gets a clue and does a reset on the project. If not, one of two things can happen: first, the users will not use the system and default to what they did before, and in a year the deployment will be chalked up to failure; or second, the system does get adopted but in a rapid way that mirrors all the mistakes that occur from the use of shared network drives. This is called SharePoint sprawl and results in site proliferation and/or the webification of already poorly managed shared drives.

The catalyst for these problems is a language gap between IT and business users. When an outside ECM consultant asks you to do an inventory of how knowledge
workers operate within your organization, it seems like a mundane and overtly simple question.

However, interestingly enough, when you approach a knowledge worker, requesting a complete description of how they do their job, often the results are a trickle of ideas about the particular tasks a knowledge worker completes in a day, but not really how they are executed. When tasks become routine, their details disappear. This vanishing act results in oversimplification on the part of the knowledge workers of what it takes to manage these tasks. The result is that the IT team has no clearer picture of how content is consumed in the organization than the knowledge workers do, yet everyone’s expectations for automation are extremely high.

It is comforting to know that there are very few aspects of ECM that can’t be automated, streamlined, and improved with SharePoint 2013. But until an organization knows how the technology fits into their specific modes of operation, it’s impossible to go from zero to a successful SharePoint ECM solution.

We are suggesting that planning is the key ingredient to get right early on in ECM projects. But planning usually fails. This is most often because organizations are too nearsighted to do it, because the wrong people are asked to implement ECM, and because the communication between the users and implementers is poor.

Who this book is for

Whether you are a business analyst, IT manager, decision maker, or knowledge worker, by the end of this book you will all be on the same page, speaking the same language, and able to push forward with a proper ECM project. To that end, this book will be part technical and part philosophical. The methodologies of ECM will be followed up with technical examples of how this is accomplished in ECM. This mapping is the exact link that is too often missing in most projects. IT gets the technical SharePoint pieces, and knowledge workers, whether they can state it or not, know the methods of working with the content that SharePoint will be processing and managing.

In addition, we have included a CloudShare demo environment that contains the Information Architecture (IA) discussed extensively in this book.

If you are a business user, you might be tempted to skip the technical bits; please don’t. The cursory knowledge of the SharePoint terms and implementation will help you communicate clearly, understand the reasons why SharePoint is being implemented a specific way, and ultimately enable you to get what you want out of the ECM solution.
If you are technical, you might be tempted to skip ahead to the technical pieces and address only those topics that relate to your current project. If so, this is a red flag that your ECM project has already failed and that you are not looking at the solution holistically.

The use cases and labs are meant to help get you started and are in no way designed as a step-by-step guide for building a complete solution. We highly recommend that you read the early chapters first so that you can understand the concepts and best practices for designing and building an ECM solution. Otherwise, you will likely put the technical aspects of SharePoint ahead of the operational business and people aspects of a successful ECM Project.

Ideally, every ECM project stakeholder in your organization will read this book. The project sponsor, power users, IT manager, business analyst, legal counsel, and records management teams will find this as glue to guide the successful execution of the project.

Assumptions about you

The basic assumption of this book is that your organizations needs content management and that you are a stakeholder in getting a content management system deployed. The second primary assumption is that you already own, or will soon own, SharePoint and that your goal is to use SharePoint as the platform for building the required ECM solution.

There are several versions of SharePoint. While most of what is discussed in this book will be relevant for all versions of SharePoint 2010 and SharePoint 2013, both on-premises and in Office 365, the specifics will focus on SharePoint 2013 on-premises standard version or higher. The methodology and process will be relevant whichever version of SharePoint you use. However, if you have SharePoint foundation versions, you will not be able to implement many of the functions required.

Organization of this book

Chapter 1, “ECM defined,” begins with a structured definition of ECM. We believe that this will help everyone in the organization use the same nomenclature and concepts. These definitions rely heavily on existing bodies of work that have been established to create a common understanding for ECM professionals to communicate, design, and deploy ECM solutions in a standard and methodical way.
As we move to Chapter 2, “ECM stack: content in,” we cover all the aspects of ECM that pertain to the proper capture and storage of content in SharePoint. Next, in Chapter 3, “ECM stack: content control,” we cover all the processes associated with properly managing that content throughout its life cycle so that it can provide the most usefulness to the organization. These two chapters will cover all the ECM basics that will require the bulk of your attention and the overall time needed for the planning, implementation, and deployment of your ECM project. These are equally important parts of the ECM stack, but they cover very different subject areas and bodies of knowledge. Therefore, first we discuss how to capture, store, and process content, and then we dive into managing, delivering, and preserving content using SharePoint as the core of your ECM solution.

Now that we have established the same definitions and broken your ECM solution into two distinct stacks, we move on to Chapter 4, “Cases in point.” The sections included in this chapter are designed to provide examples that you can point to for best practices as you design your ECM solution. Business processes are never exactly the same for every organization; every Accounts Payable department has unique aspects in how they process work. They might all pay bills, but they do so using a variety of policies, approval methods, financial applications, and Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP). Note the word "Generally": these aren’t laws; they are just guidelines. The same goes for other areas that you are planning to address by deploying SharePoint content management technologies and ECM policies and principles.

As we stated earlier, building a successful ECM solution requires a focus on people. In Chapter 5, “Building an ECM team,” we help you identify the right people for your project. To do this, we have provided guidance to help you define specific roles and responsibilities and embrace the need for professional project management. We recommend strongly that you have a PMI certified individual responsible for managing the project from beginning to end. It is also important to identify the technical team members and outline specific subject matter experts who will be responsible for delivering on all the technical requirements outlined in a detailed project plan and architecture design. Finally, we touch on quality control; this will help you understand the importance of unit-testing every deliverable.

Regardless of how well the project is planned, managed, and tested, it will never achieve the desired results without the sections we include in Chapter 6, “User adoption.” How many times have you heard someone say, “I have no idea why I do this; IT said that’s how it works”? Involving users to provide feedback about usability and helping you to understanding how to listen, not just take notes, will be the one thing you point back to and say that’s what made the difference. We will discuss how to incorporate change management practices and create motivation for users. In the end, it might
come down to your ability to lead and change user behavior that will enable the ECM solution to manage content easily.

To help you kick your ECM project into high gear, in Chapter 7, “ECM planning guide,” we include a complete outline of our recommended IA. You will see that we come back to IA many times during the book; this should illustrate why it is so important. We will cover the importance of governance for the project and the use of the platform as it relates not only to SharePoint but also to content that is used throughout your organization.

The principles covered in Chapter 8, “Records management,” and Chapter 9, “eDiscovery,” might not be familiar to everyone. However, they are extremely important to understand and, if possible, to include in your ECM solution. Many organizations find out how important these features and the policies needed to implement them effectively are only after a negative litigation, audit, or regulatory event happens.

We round out the book in Chapter 10, “Extending SharePoint 2013 ECM solutions,” and Chapter 11, “Tools and final thoughts,” by covering some additional areas of interest, including Office 365 and SharePoint user groups. We have also included access to a CloudShare development environment that is a preconfigured SharePoint 2013 environment with the various features and IA discussed in the book, implemented with sample documents.

The purpose of the CloudShare environment is twofold. First, it’s to allow the reader to have hands-on access to a SharePoint farm to actually play with the features discussed in the book. The second reason is to foster the best practice of having a sandboxed SharePoint farm when you do any planning, testing, and implementation work. The reader can take the development environment and use it to expand their own ECM design, demonstrate to various stakeholders how certain features will work, or customize it to be more similar to their specific requirements.

CloudShare offers a time-limited trial, with subscriptions starting at a low monthly cost. We recommend that you, at minimum, utilize the trial so that you have access to the virtual environments at your leisure while you read this book.
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In this chapter, we will lay out the fundamental building blocks of ECM. This will help you understand at a high level what you will need to include as part of a comprehensive strategy for managing content in SharePoint. Almost anyone can create a server farm and then create a site collection and start adding content to a document library. Typically and unfortunately, that’s how most SharePoint projects begin to fail. What you will gain from the following sections is a much broader scope of ECM to help you prevent this from happening.

**What is Enterprise Content Management?**

Enterprise Content Management (ECM) is not a technology, and SharePoint is not an out-of-the-box ECM solution. These two statements contradict what some have thought to be fact and the marketing slicks and PowerPoint presentations so many of us have seen. You might be asking yourself, “What gives, we bought into SharePoint so that we could have an ECM Solution?”

ECM is a set of practices, processes, and methodology that make the technology morph into the most effective way to store, secure, and consume content. SharePoint is a platform, a grab bag of features, and technology that can be molded into a fantastic ECM solution.

ECM is also not moving what has been done in shared drives to a web-based modern platform. Consider how shared drives evolve, how much file duplication and organizational chaos is typically found in shared drives accessed by a community of users. It is extremely hard to find anything resembling structure. Ask yourself the following questions:

- Does your company have a documented File Naming Convention policy?
- Do the Shared Drives you work with follow a common Directory naming structure?
- Can you easily navigate another department or workgroups Directory structure and find a file?

Most will answer no to these questions, and when asked in a group setting these questions usually provoke eye rolling, scoffs, and jeers. The organization and planning of Shared Drives happens in real-time during content creation. This is often impounded by busy workdays, staff changes, and different personal organizational strategies. Ultimately, this approach is not considered a solution for proper content management.
One must acknowledge that unplanned ECM is the process of taking this same structure and lack of planning and modernizing it. Simply doing a one-for-one transposition of the Share Drive into SharePoint results in an even more rapid use of a very bad system.

ECM is the opposite of this; it requires up-front planning and practical application of information architecture. It assumes a standardization of proven methods for capturing, naming, and storing content. In the past, this required a lot of effort and thought on the part of the user. But more and more, technology is taking over for the unfriendly pieces.

Q & A

Q: How many ways can you organize unstructured information?

A: Four—chronologically, alphabetically, numerically, and geographically. These four approaches are compounded by the many ways people use, format, and duplicate them.

In most cases, the information stored in an ECM system is used to support the primary corporate data found in traditional line-of-business (LOB) systems, such as contract management, human resources management (HRMS), customer relationship management (CRM), or enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems. You can commonly find “ECM solutions” with content not attached to LOB applications. Usually, this is a sign of bad ECM, but there can be exceptions. An increasing number of ECM systems are now being used to drive complex LOB activities because people often end up looking for an important document or record to answer a question or to complete a business transaction.

It often takes organizations several failed attempts to realize that without proper ECM no platform can succeed as a content management system. And without a platform with the right set of features, and end-user ease-of-use ECM can’t succeed. The core feature sets of an ECM solution are as follows:

- Storage of documents
- Document viewing
- Document editing
- Document security
- Metadata model
- Versioning of documents
- Check-in/check-out of documents

SharePoint today lends itself very nicely as an ECM solution, but that has not always been the case. SharePoint has evolved to provide all the necessary components of an ECM solution, capable of facilitating the complete life cycle of content management. Prior to SharePoint 2010, you could not implement a structured system that would be considered a suitable tool for large scale ECM.
Starting with SharePoint 2007 MOSS, core ECM functionality outlined above was brought into the platform. While SharePoint 2007 could be molded into a reasonable ECM solution for small business, it missed some core functionality in the following areas:

- eDiscovery
- Electronic forms
- Records declarations
- Consistent metadata models
- Business process management
- User and service level audit logs
- Compound documents

With SharePoint 2010, this functionality was introduced, and SharePoint was finally a full-blown ECM solution capable of delivering at almost every level. SharePoint 2010 was still lacking in a few areas, such as more robust business process management, document auditing, information architecture, and capture for document imaging. In these cases, third-party solutions appeared out of the Microsoft Partner community and took the 90 percent to 100 percent. We will highlight some of possibilities for widely used third-party solutions that you will want to evaluate, depending on your specific project requirements.

**Note** In this book we will focus on ECM related features. While SharePoint can be used for many information management use cases we will not be including or highlighting areas like Business Intelligence, Web Content Management, or Social Collaboration.

With the release of SharePoint 2013, the following additional features are included:

- Disposition of sites
- Federated eDiscovery

These are two desperately needed ECM tools we will discuss later. SharePoint 2013 also brings some new challenges. The new user interface is better for user adoption but trickier from a governance standpoint. For example, the new “Share” feature, when not properly governed, will cause uncontrolled propagation of site security. Remember SharePoint sprawl, mentioned in the Introduction? The rapid adoption of the Share feature without governance can aggravate sprawl. We will discuss this in greater detail later.

Now that we know that SharePoint 2010 and, more importantly, SharePoint 2013 offer the complete feature set of ECM and then some, we can discuss how organizations can leverage SharePoint as a complete ECM Solution.

A very common misperception about ECM in SharePoint exists with organizations that believe that, by using team sites and collaboration features or by uploading content from shared drives, they are
performing ECM. This simply is not the case. These are manifestations of the same bad content habits in a more modern way. This points to one of the primary reasons that ECM projects in SharePoint fail.

**Top five reasons ECM in SharePoint fails**

- Not understanding that ECM is a methodology, and SharePoint is a platform
- Jumping into adoption with no project planning
- Trying to build an organization-wide ECM solution versus a quick win
- Not balancing technology, business, and user requirements
- Stakeholders speaking different languages of the business, such as technical versus operational

Speaking the same language is a common issue and is the trickiest to identify and mind-bogglingly hard to address. Very often, knowledge workers who request the need for technology for more efficient document processes do not possess the knowledge to ask the right questions of the IT professionals who are responsible for delivering a solution.

To mitigate this, many organizations are utilizing the role of business analyst to bridge the gap between user requirements, IT implementation, and operational benefits to the organization. This role can be justified, but return on investment (ROI) can be hard to measure in terms of hard dollar costs versus savings. The ROI for a position such as business analyst is best determined by looking at the soft costs and opportunity costs of getting it right the first time.

**Business Analyst or Information Architect**

In most cases, the role of the person who manages the communication between IT and the rest of the business is called a Business Analyst. Traditionally this position focused solely on analyzing the effectiveness of a specific business process and the systems that are used to facilitate that process. There is a difference between analyzing and documenting the outcomes of a business process and providing the upfront planning and guidance for the ECM solution you are designing. If you have seen the Business Analyst role expand to include these types of activities we recommend that you intentionally separate them and assign a new role of Information Architect.

Too often, organizations look only at raw capital expense put into deploying ECM, which is the cost of employee time, professional services, hardware costs, and software licensing. They don’t factor in what it will take in terms of change management, user adoption, and the implementation of new policies and amendments. In some cases, the deployment of a SharePoint ECM solution can require changes to job function or description for certain aspects of department operations for individual roles. These are just some of the areas where a business analyst adds tremendous value.
As you can see, the communication gap is not a trivial issue. It requires admission from both the end-users and IT that they are not communicating and perhaps don’t know how the organization operates today. And it even sometimes requires an individual just to manage the requirements gathering and communication.

We have defined at a high level what ECM is, why SharePoint is an ECM solution, and the problems organizations face when taking the SharePoint platform and configuring it to deliver a complete ECM solution. Before we go further let’s dig into the details of the ECM components.

In this section of the book, we will look at the definitions of each component of the ECM stack, and in later chapters, we will examine the full details about each component’s use and implementation in SharePoint.

The ECM stack

We started this chapter telling you that ECM is not a technology, but rather a methodology. This implies that to execute on those methodologies there must be some collection of technology that can do it. The ECM stack is where we stop talking about ECM as a single comprehensive object and start breaking it into its pieces. It’s in the pieces that we align the methods to technology.

The ECM Stack includes all the components of an ECM solution. It is sometimes referred to as the document life cycle. The document life cycle is defined as all possible stages that a document can encounter in its life. The primary stages and components are shown in Figure 1-1.

First comes the Capture stage, which puts the content into the system. The next stage, Store, focuses on storing content, which is predominantly achieved automatically with technology. This is the proper committing of the captured content to the system and is both the logical and physical storage of the content and associated metadata. These two stages feed the ECM system with appropriate content. These stages are considered by most knowledge workers to be the least beneficial to their operation, but without them, knowledge workers have nothing to execute on. It’s in the Manage, Deliver, and Process stages where the real value of the content becomes obvious.

We have found that in user adoption it’s a lot easier to convince users to engage in the management, delivery, and processing of content than in the Capture and Store stages. However, without
good capture and storage of content, effective management, delivery, and processing can’t happen. Later we will discuss strategies for user adoption.

The goal is to spend most planning effort on the quality of the Capture, Store, and Manage stages so that very little effort is required for the Delivery, Process, and Preserve stages. Arguably, the lion’s share of the planning for ECM are in the Capture, Store, and Manage stages, while the Delivery, Process, and Preserve stages should be nearly effortless, with good content being put into SharePoint.

We have laid out the document life cycle in Figure 1-2. The diagram is laid out to signify two additional aspects. First, on an X-axis, we have outlined features in each of the document life cycle stages and listed them in order of the most commonly used features in SharePoint to the least commonly used. Second, on a Y-axis, we have ordered each document life cycle according to the amount of planning and configuration effort that should be placed on each stage.

It’s important to think of these stages, beginning with Capture and ending with Preserve, as having “downstream” effects. What happens, the good and bad, while capturing content directly impacts the quality in the Deliver and Preserve stages. If content is captured and identified inconsistently or if a minimalist approach is taken to applying metadata, the ability to find the content will be greatly diminished.

While the greatest benefits to the majority of users is found by searching and finding content in the Deliver stage, the understanding and adherence to the “downstream” concept will ensure that you take capture seriously. The proper attention to detail in each stage will ensure successful results for knowledge workers when they are searching, processing, or managing content. We will define each of these document life cycle stages in this chapter.

Ultimately, these components align to a feature or combination of features in SharePoint. These technologies/features/aspects combine to make the overall ECM solution. Some deployments can have additional components, and at the later stages of the ECM stack, for example, some organizations can omit preservation and eDiscovery. This inclusion of these later stages is usually driven by...
specific business needs or regulatory compliance requirements. We find that, for the most part, all organizations will or should deploy some aspect of all these stages.

![ECM life cycle diagram](image)

**FIGURE 1-2** ECM life cycle.

As we said earlier, each SharePoint component aligns to a feature or combination of features. In later sections of this book, we will explain the alignment and provide examples. Now let’s look at each stage in more detail.

## Capture

Think of Capture as grabbing information: grabbing it from existing content stored elsewhere, grabbing it from the minds of its curators, or grabbing it from one format and transforming it into another. We capture content constantly without knowing it. Even the process of writing this book is a form of “born-digital” capture.

Capture is the process of preparing, collecting, and indexing content before being stored in an ECM Platform. Capture into SharePoint can happen in the following six distinct ways, ordered by most common to least common:

1. File upload
2. Microsoft documents
3. Document capture
4. Natively created SharePoint documents
5. Electronic forms
6. Data streams

Many tools, forms, formats
During the authoring of this book, we used online document collaboration, email, Microsoft Office, and Skype. These can all be considered forms of Capture.

Without the Capture stage, content does not get into the system. Often this stage is transparent to users because they do it so frequently that they do not realize they are doing it.

This can cause problems in the planning stages of ECM deployment. As depicted in Figure 1-2, Capture is the second-most used stage in ECM, and requires the most planning. We all recognize that this is step one, so failure here results in failure in any downstream stages.

As one of the primary goals for this book, we want to make sure that your ECM team is speaking the same language, so let’s look at the specific types of content capture so that we are all on the same page.

From the field
One time I was sitting with a client telling them how great document imaging would be for him. He peered at me from behind a stack of papers on his desk, with filing cabinets at both sides of him, saying, “This technology is cool, but we don’t use paper anymore.” - Chris

File upload
File upload is the most common way users contribute content to SharePoint. Here we are mostly referring to ad hoc user-driven file upload, but the mechanism can also be used in bulk either by a user or by an unattended script.

Users are most accustomed to browsing to a local file location, selecting the file, and uploading it to a designated space in SharePoint. It is one of the slowest capture processes, but it usually results in the greatest quality of content and metadata.

Primarily performed as a singular activity, based on immediate needs to share or manage a document collaboratively with other users, the file upload method is rarely used to bulk load content into SharePoint. Although users might attempt to do so, it is not recommended.

Document uploading can happen by both browsing to a local folder or network directory and selecting a document(s) to upload. In addition, users can simply drag files onto the document library web interface.
Note There is a SharePoint user interface limitation of 100 items for bulk operations in the web interface. You can use scripting tools such as Windows PowerShell to perform bulk-loading operations for larger volumes of content.

Organizations can elect to automate the initial load of content into SharePoint, leveraging either Windows PowerShell scripts or migration tools. In later chapters, we will explain both the risks and the benefits of this approach.

One key element of the manual document upload is the process from the users’ perspective. Where are they finding the content? My Documents? A Shared drive? This could highlight some issues that you certainly don’t want transferred over. What are they uploading? Certain file formats don’t belong in ECM, so do you allow your users to upload anything they have access to? What metadata must they complete for a successful upload? We will address these issues in detail in the next chapter.

Microsoft Office documents

Office documents are a born-digital method of capture. These documents have never known a physical existence. This comes with a lot of advantages. This is when a user creates a document in the Microsoft Office suite (PowerPoint, Word, Excel, and so on), which supports the saving of documents directly into an accessible document library.

The advantages of the born-digital method are improved capture accuracy and, most importantly, ease of use. In this mode of operation, SharePoint libraries are “save as” locations for content. Using Office as a client application to contribute content to SharePoint is also a solution that most end-users embrace, because it’s similar to how they have always worked with content.

This encourages knowledge workers to adopt habits leading them away from the storage of content in “My Documents” and “Shared Drives,” which is one step closer to better capture. However, this approach works best when knowledge workers are located within the corporate firewall that is connected to the farm 24/7. Lapses in connectivity can cause problems with upload, versioning, and, more painfully, user adoption.

Proper user training can help with this, and SharePoint “Workspaces” is another alternative. Workspaces is a client Office application that allows content saved in a specific location to be automatically uploaded to SharePoint. Conversely, it allows the viewing of SharePoint Libraries as a folder on your desktop. This is very similar to “Explorer view” and, for the purposes of this book, is considered the same tool.

While Workspaces and “Explorer view” can be used for project portals and personal file repositories, they should not be used for ECM. From a technical point of view, the functionality in Workspaces actually allows the bypassing of proper ECM functionality such as managed meta data columns. From a strategic point of view, if you offer users Workspaces, they are encouraged to live in a My Documents type structure and not a proper ECM. Give the users Workspaces, and you will never be able to take it away.
While many Office documents are manually created, we recommend coaching users to create documents in Office that are saved directly to SharePoint Libraries or, even better, to create content by using built-in Office Web Applications.

**Native SharePoint documents**

The second type of born digital document is the native SharePoint document. Native SharePoint documents are those documents created without the use of an external client. They very often are Office documents with the addition of blogs, wikis, and pages. For documents, this is done using a feature in SharePoint called Office Web Applications OWA.

**Note** Office Web Applications is an add-on in SharePoint 2010 and SharePoint 2013 that allows users to create content in-browser instead of using a client application. It requires Office CALs, and it has some limited functionality compared to client applications. In most cases, it is all a typical knowledge worker needs.

SharePoint now supports the authoring of documents directly in the browser. The majority of the required functionality found in Microsoft Office client applications can be found inside the browser, making content capture of 90 percent of documents very easy to perform directly in SharePoint. Today, this is not the most commonly used form of capture; however, it is the future and the desired method to guide users toward.

As we look to the future of ECM, natively born-digital documents will take over, shortening the time to capture, increasing the accuracy of content capture and its metadata, and being more acceptable to end-users. The challenge of this approach is to make sure that an organization is current in browser and operating system support.

We now move to types of Capture that are more use-case specific and sometimes omitted by organizations.

**Electronic form capture**

Electronic form submission is one way to get user content into SharePoint. The process enables individuals to complete online forms often referred to as e-forms, and the results of form submission are saved directly to SharePoint. The person completing the form very often will not have access to the form submission content nor necessarily be a named user in SharePoint.

The preferred approach to electronic form submissions in SharePoint is the Microsoft product called InfoPath, because it is a tightly integrated electronic form solution. However, it is also possible to leverage third-party or custom e-form solutions. We will include references to additional resources that can be used for e-form solutions in SharePoint later in this book.
One of the most neglected aspects of form capture is form design. Without good electronic form design, the information entered into the form rapidly diminishes in quality. Because electronic forms are one of the best ways to capture structured information and metadata, we encourage organizations to spend considerable time on the usability, presentation, and transformation of their forms.

For purposes of this book, discussion of the specifics of e-forms and InfoPath will be omitted. Rather, forms will be highlighted as a way to get content into SharePoint.

**Document scanning**

Often, documents are not born digital. They begin as physical entities, but they need to be a part of the ECM system just as critically as born-digital documents. The process of capturing this content is called document imaging or document scanning.

This process occurs in three primary ways: ad hoc, departmental/distributed, or production capture. The process also can include image-only capture or capture with intelligent conversion technology.

The owner of the content at their client workstation performs ad hoc capture with an attached document scanner. Departmental/distributed capture is an extension of this, but shared document imaging stations are usually shared among several knowledge works. Finally, production capture focuses on centralizing all capture operations, controlling the indexing, and performing advanced processing and data collection functions in a predictable manner.

How organizations pick one type of capture over another depends on the document maturity of an organization or their own structure. Later we will go into detail about how the various types of capture can be incorporated into SharePoint. While SharePoint does not have natively built-in scanning functionality, there are several ways to incorporate ad hoc and departmental scanning. Production scanning is often considered as a process outside of SharePoint.

**Content streams**

Sometimes content is not created by a user but rather by another system. “Integration” is a rather broad term that describes connecting disparate systems. For purposes of ECM, we will define a specific type of integration where only content and metadata are transferred from outside SharePoint into SharePoint and refer to it as **content streams**.

A content stream can come from any electronic source and is defined as the ingestion or publishing of metadata and content via some standard such as Windows PowerShell, REST, XML, and RSS. An example would be the consumption of news feeds inside of a SharePoint page or the publishing of RSS feeds for a list to be consumed by another system.
The functions are broad, covering many different methods for integrating the capture of content in SharePoint. The most important thing to understand is the necessity and governance of such integrations and how it relates to the other forms of capture. For example, surfacing documents that live in another content system impacts the way an organization will plan their ECM environment and train their users.

After content is captured, it has to be properly stored. This moves us to the Store process.

### Store

Storage is not just the writing of a document’s content to a list or library. It also refers to all aspects of that document, including its security, its history, and its metadata. The following pieces of document storage are listed in the order that they should be implemented and used:

1. Information Architecture  
2. Formats  
3. Versioning  
4. Transformation  

Storage is the physical and logical storage of content and associated metadata. The distinction is important. Some might consider storage as equivalent to file shares and databases. The danger in this is that in ECM we add a strong logical component to storage in the form of metadata. It’s this metadata that makes downstream ECM processes possible. Without it, you end up neglecting information architecture in favor of a new representation of the old shared drive paradigm or forgetting that the physical file has to be saved somewhere as well. This results both in no planning for scalability and in hitting a wall at some content storage limit.

**It's not just Storage**

Logical Storage: The metadata model and references that SharePoint uses to find the content—for example, a hyperlink.

Physical Storage: The actual location of the content (technically, the BLOB object)—that is, the combination of server, database, and storage device or server used.

In SharePoint, the physical storage happens in Microsoft SQL databases. These databases are referred to as *content databases*. This is the physical location of the BLOB object that makes up the documents content. Metadata is stored in a separate location and then linked to the content BLOB.

Information Architecture is the logical storage of content. This includes web applications, site collections, sites, list, libraries, and content types. This includes their configuration, number, and relationship to each other.
Arguably, information architecture is one of the most critical components to successful ECM and is where an organization will spend the majority of its time planning.

SharePoint also supports configuration of Remote BLOB (Binary Large Objects) Storage (RBS). We will talk more about this in Chapter 2.

RBS can facilitate a measure of scalability for specific use-cases that involve large individual file sizes and/or high volumes of objects. The configuration of RBS can be targeted to specific SharePoint Web Apps, Site Collections, or individual sites.

An example of this would be large engineering vector files and high-volume document imaging solutions. In most use-cases, RBS is not necessary, and storing the objects in the database has the advantage of providing one source from a backup and disaster recovery perspective.

To continue the theme of making sure that your ECM team is speaking the same language, let’s look at the specific aspects of a standard SharePoint information architecture so that we are all on the same page.

**Information Architecture**

Often, Information Architecture is confused with one of its individual components, such as folders or site collections, rather than looking at it holistically. We find that while many organizations implement Information Architecture organically, very few know what it is. We can visualize all aspects of Information Architecture in Figure 1-3, showing that this is the logical location of content in SharePoint. The figure shows, in a hierarchical order, all aspects that define the logical storage of a document and how its metadata is represented. In later chapters, we will define each of these and their use in detail.

The growing trend is to make the repository portion of Information Architecture as flat as possible and the metadata portion as comprehensive as possible. Later in the book, we will talk about the theoretically ideal Information Architecture and align it with practical implementations of SharePoint. We will come up with guidelines for designing your Information Architecture.
What you might not realize is that a folder is just a piece of metadata. To file systems, a folder appears as an extension of the file name. What folders do is offer a single point of view for content, which is too limited because it doesn’t provide flexibility in terms of user search. Additionally, in situations that require support for large volumes of content, folders have inherent rendering limitations. By incorporating a flatter information architecture with more metadata, users can slice and dice content according to several variables at the same time, changing that single one-dimensional point of view into a multidimensional, flexible way to browse and search for content.

Q & A
Q: Are folders bad ECM?
A: The trend is to abolish folders as the exclusive method for managing content.
We dare to suggest that Information Architecture is not only the place where you will spend most of your time in planning a good ECM solution, but also a place where you can have fun. For those who strive to be organized, Information Architecture is where it happens.

In contrast, the use of proper metadata in content types instead of folders allows a user to slice and dice content on any number of combinations of information they want. Metadata provides a more flexible means of organizing and reorganizing content on the fly. Surfacing content in visual folder layouts is acceptable, but it must be used in conjunction with metadata and search.

From the field

File formats

One time, I had a client struggling with certain files in SharePoint. I found out that the user was trying to apply ECM logic to .dll and .exe files. I had to stop this practice immediately. - Shad

Every file enters SharePoint as a file format. Most commonly, when we talk about ECM, we are talking about Word documents (.docx), text files (.txt), and compressed portable files (.pdf). A great but often dangerous aspect of SharePoint is that anything can be content in SharePoint. As long as there is an electronic way to represent an object, it can live in SharePoint. This includes .dll files, .zip files, and so on. We could even invent a file type (.you) and place it in SharePoint.

Because this is true, the types of files a user can contribute to SharePoint should be controlled. Consider the following:

- Are the files you are storing supported for native SharePoint viewing?
- Do you have the proper management tools (iFilters, Viewers) to support non-native access?

We recommend that ECM planning teams determine approved file formats that are permitted, and the fewer the better. This reduces the overhead of managing the files and opens the doors for more possibilities.

For example, if an organization could ensure that all content contributed to SharePoint consisted of Microsoft Office documents, the organization would then be able to consider the features in SharePoint that allow for the automatic formatting of office documents with barcodes. If the organization can’t ensure this, enabling this feature will result in inconsistent content consumption and use.

We will share suggested approaches to file formats and configuration alternatives later in the book. Even in organizations with a variety of specialized content, you can limit the format types to a small subset by using proper conversion and transformation technologies.
Versioning

As documents come in to the right location, in the right format, they often need to be versioned.

Versioning is the process of storing earlier versions of a document with their associated time and date stamps. The earlier versions might be used to revert back to previous version, for comparison across versions and for sharing one version while a more current version is still being edited. This is not to be confused with tracking changes in a Word document; tracking changes is a function that facilitates the creation of versions, but it is not a version control system. In SharePoint, versioning can happen automatically. When a document is saved, it is possible to save a major version or a minor version. The versioning number system is what determines whether it’s major or minor. A minor version is everything to the right of the dot or decimal, and the major version is everything on the left side. For example, a document with version 3.5 has a major version of 3 and a minor version of 5.

Because major and minor versioning is usually used only when an organization publishes documents—for example, to an extranet or partner portal—the major version represents the published version while minor versions remain unpublished and continually edited. So while editors are working on version 3.5 and on to 4, the people who have access only to published versions see version 3. When versions are saved, the editor has the ability to add comments to help identify what changed in the version. Some versioning happens upon document upload and is automatic, based on filenames that already exist.

There are two dangers of versioning. The first is blindly enabled versioning, which could result in the overwriting of files without the users knowing. The second and more serious danger of versioning is the impact it has on content databases by adding a separate copy of the document and additional comment metadata. This can cause a site collection to get too large too fast.

One of the huge benefits of the SharePoint Platform is that anything and everything can be content. Besides file size limitations per file, there is no limitation on the type of file you can upload to SharePoint. However, there are best practices for choosing which file formats to support as a policy. The considerations are based on how functional the files are, how they can be viewed or edited, and whether they pose any security risks.

The most common formats used are MS Office documents and PDF files. But it’s not uncommon to see media files, CAD files, and other proprietary file formats. Another part of file formats in SharePoint is a mechanism called iFilter. The iFilter is what makes content useful to SharePoint. It exposes the internal content of the document in a way that SharePoint can index and search on it. It also is necessary for third-party products that run within SharePoint to visualize, edit, or otherwise work on the content.

Transformation

As we indicated in the “From the field” sidebar on formatting, transformation, while not always a consideration, often becomes an important consideration when it comes to the types of file formats you allow and the desired formats to have in the ECM system.
Transformation, also referred to as conversion, is the process of taking an original file format and converting or transforming it into another. The transformation process often is just a format change, but it can also include other processes, such as optical character recognition, natural language processing, translation, and other types of content manipulation that make the resulting document more useful. SharePoint has some built-in conversion functionality for Office documents and hooks to incorporate other transformation processes.

You now have the documents captured, properly stored in a content database in the right filing location according to your Information Architecture. You have them in the right format with versioning capabilities. Guess what? This is starting to look like a real ECM system. Now let’s work on managing the content that has found its way into SharePoint.

Manage

The Manage portion of Enterprise Content Management comprises all aspects around governance of the system. This includes informal and formal policies for users, the requirements for how content is captured, the requirements for how content is stored and secured, what is involved in records management, how and when content is deleted or consumed, and finally, but most ignored, how the system grows.

Governance is defined as bringing together all the elements necessary to facilitate the long-term preservation, accessibility, and disposition of content. This is first accomplished by establishing Organizational Policies and Procedures and often includes authoring and review of a document reviewed and approved by the Legal Department and then formally adopted by the Board of Directors. After this is completed, it can be used as a guideline for implementing a records management plan that includes a formal definition of records, how long they are to be kept, how they are disposed of, who has the authority, and what to do in case of litigation. In conjunction with well-defined Information Architecture, a complete governance plan can help ensure that the user adoption is high and that the extensibility of the ECM solution is straightforward.

Governance includes the following elements:

- Records management
- Security and access
- Policies
- Change control

Records management

Records management, like its broader parent, ECM, is a practice and methodology. However, records management requires a far more strict set of principles. Records management includes the following disciplines:
A record is a stamp in content, time, location, and metadata for a document. When a document is declared as a record, its content will not change; the metadata, such as last modified data, will not change; and its logical and physical storage location will not change. Very often, there is an additional step that occurs during records declaration, which is a reassignment of security so that individuals who don’t have authority cannot access the records.

In the past, SharePoint records management was limited only to record centers. A records center automatically declares all documents as records when they are saved in that site collection designated as a records center. However, now with SharePoint 2013, records declaration can happen in a records center or in any other library automatically, via a workflow, or with manual in-place records management.

Records and non-records alike might be subject to retention schedules. A retention schedule is a listing of all document types and their associated life spans. For example, a contract might be deleted five years after the termination date. Retention schedules are required in compliance-driven industries but are not common in smaller business. However, the use of retention schedules is an excellent discipline for any organization and can be a cheat sheet for implementing ECM in SharePoint.

Records management, even when implemented, does not apply to all content. The relevant content is determined by the retention schedule and is usually critical to business operation or contains potential risk/value associated with compliance or litigation. Organizations, even without records managers or records management policies, can choose to learn from the strict organization principles so that the can be better prepared for future compliance restrictions or litigation. The retention schedule also determines which elements of metadata are required or not. This particular practice of deciding what metadata is required or not, while mentioned here in records management, is mandatory for all organizations.

**Note** Sometimes the enforcement of mandatory metadata is referred to as “management by the red asterisk” because of the symbol placed next to mandatory metadata fields. The plus of this strategy is that you get better metadata when content is added; the minus is that users add less content to avoid it. There is a balance to be achieved.

In your organization, it’s not the content you know about that can hurt you; it’s the content that you don’t know about.

**Security and access**

Another huge benefit to SharePoint is its ability to manage security at nearly any level. What you learned above about Information Architecture is an absolutely critical element in security considerations. The various site collections, sites, and libraries will all have separate security considerations.
Access levels are among those considerations. Who has access to what? Similar to Information Architecture, the hierarchy of security can spiral out of control. Security and access levels have a direct one-to-one relationship. For example, even though item level security can be achieved in SharePoint, the maintenance and risk of such a policy is high. Also, as with Information Architecture, the trend is to make security envelopes at the top level and flatten and widen the repository where security restrictions are applied. For example, instead of having a site collection for all departments and a site below it per department, organizations are making a site collection per department, with security at the site collection level instead of the site level.

SharePoint has the ability to show to users only content they have access to and also block users out of a repository completely, if necessary. This process is called security trimming and is a tremendous tool that you can use to help protect content and support compliance initiatives.

Security is one way to enforce governance, but it does not solve everything.

Note Security trimming is the process of showing only the content that the currently logged in user has access to. For example, if you do a search for documents with the term “security” in it, SharePoint will first find all, for example, 100 documents that have the word “security” in it. But because the user logged in has security access to only 20 of those documents, SharePoint will show only the 20 documents the user has access to. This is true in libraries as well.

Policy

There are certain elements to governance that can be implemented with technology, some can be implemented only with rules, and others could be accomplished with either technology or written rule, so a decision must be made. For example, “management by the red asterisks” is the process of making certain metadata fields required for document upload. But this can encourage users not to use the system when over used, so it might be better for an organization to declare to its knowledge workers which metadata is required and which is not.

A policy is a written rule on how to use the system. What is written in a policy is one thing, but how the policy is implemented is far more important. Most policies will also need to have specific procedures and, in some cases, user training to make sure policies are understood. Policy is usually set at an executive, board, or steering committee level. The department management and knowledge workers familiar with the business process generally develop procedures. A policy that is simply published without documented procedures, training, and, ultimately, enforcement is rarely effective. Therefore, part of a policy system must include the enforcement system. What we mean when we say this is that if you are going to make the policy, you have to take action when it’s broken or the policy’s value is nullified.

Organizations might want to believe they can do without policy and utilize technology enforcement or rely on the better judgment of their users. This will ultimately lead to great adoption in the wrong way or to no user adoption at all. Not considering the policy system can result in ECM failure.
Change control

When an organization decides to take on a project like SharePoint, the requirements will slowly evolve with time. They actually start to evolve as soon as the project starts. However, if your organization is similar to others and plans for all adaptations along the way, you will be crippled by planning and ultimately finish nothing. There has to be a system that prepares for changes in requirements, technical environment, and business environment so that these changes do not halt the deployment of a system, prevent its adoption, or prevent its extensibility into future solutions for an organization.

Change control is the process of managing this change. In any system, the life of the system can be impacted heavily by change in organization structure, staff, or even just focus. Change control is the tool used to mitigate these negative impacts on the system so that they don’t accumulate to reduce the life of the system. In ECM, change control starts at the project kickoff and lasts throughout the life of the system on to the next one. It defines the roles, what happens when a change to the system is requested, and who is responsible for the longevity of the system.

By its very definition, ECM is global in scope, so most business systems and processes have an impact on other departments in one way or another. Truly understanding the impact that poor change management can have is usually felt when a system goes down or a process fails. This happens for a variety of reasons, and we have all been there when things go bad due to a random change made without planning, approval, and documentation.

From the field

Specific staff such as legal, records managers, clerks, and content managers usually take on the management aspects of ECM. Ideally, when managed and implemented well, taking on these responsibilities has a low impact on its users, with the right amount of control to ensure the success of the system. Users do not like being managed, but they will respect a system that is consistent and always up and running in a proper way. They will also respect the fact that not just the user has to be concerned about their content; the organization has to be concerned with the integrity of the entire catalog of documents contributed by all users. - Shad

Deliver

The content delivery stage is the process of enhancing content with new information or consuming the content it already has. This includes editing of existing documents, changing of metadata, and sharing of the content with other users. The components of the Deliver stage are as follows:

- Search
- Editing and viewing
- Publishing
Users love the delivery portion of content management. It’s where they start to see the value of capture, storage, and management. The biggest value of content comes when it’s used effectively in a decision-making processes. To do so efficiently, the user interface and functions need to be created to facilitate the rapid viewing and editing of documents.

These tools should be fast and effective. The knowledge worker should burn as little time as possible getting to the desired content and spend the bulk of time reviewing and/or editing the content. The primary tools for delivery are search, editing, viewing, print, publishing, and collaboration.

**Search**

Search is the processes of using keywords or Boolean logic to locate content and information. The process of search is to issue a query and to review a set of results to determine an appropriate item. While the actual search query feature is fairly basic, the tools that isolate the correct piece of content or, even further, the correct page in the correct content are very complex. Such features include best bets, search refiners, and relevance.

Search can be both a positive and negative indicator. The more often that users find what they are looking for will imply that the Information Architecture is perfect. Also, the fact that you can search across the enterprise is empowering and reduces the time it takes for you to get to content. Therefore, search and Information Architecture are intimately tied and share joint planning. They are so tied, in fact, that they share components. Facets, also referred to as refiners, are components of Information Architecture as well.

The goal of search is to get users to content faster. Search can start out with very basic principles but quickly evolves to topics such as thumbnails, best bets, in-page relevance, and so on. Whatever the cool components of search, the end game is always the same: get the user to the right content with the fewest clicks.

**Note** The approach we will stress is to put more energy into Information Architecture and encourage the use of other tools rather than search. But when search is needed, keep it simple until a specific requirement arises.

After a user finds the document, either via search or browsing, they have to be able to view and edit it.

**Editing and viewing**

While users don’t often realize where they spend their time or why they do what they do, a simple study will prove that users spend most their day in some sort of viewer. A web browser is a viewer, Outlook is a viewer for email clients, and SharePoint is a viewer for content. An amazing amount of time is spent reading and consuming content as compared to creating it. Most job functions spend the majority of their time consuming rather than creating, while other specific audiences, such as
technical writers, business analysts, and publishers, spend a lot of time creating and editing. For this reason, the ability to do this seamlessly is critical.

With the exception for records and archived documents, the majority of content is living. It gets edited and viewed on a regular basis. SharePoint has built in viewers for Office documents. This allows you to work with the documents in the manner in which you are accustomed. For other varied file formats, a different type of editor might be required. It’s important in the planning process to understand how content will be consumed, edited, and repurposed.

You need to understand that viewing and editing ties heavily to the formats discussed in the Store stage of ECM. The fewer types of documents, the easier it is for organizations to creating great editing and viewing tools for them. The Office suite has the clear advantage of having essentially bundled viewing and editing capabilities with SharePoint, either with client applications or with Office Web Apps. Documents such as PDF, which is predominantly designed for viewing and not editing, have special considerations when it comes to ease of access. For example, do you allow users to open the PDFs in the browser or client application, or do they have to download to their local machine first?

While the aspects of viewing and editing seem obvious, its considerations are not, which is why it’s an essential component to ECM planning.

Publishing

Publishing, which contains aspects of both search and viewing, is the process of pushing content or allowing content to be pulled, by individuals who are not necessarily the curators, for viewing purposes only.

Publishing incorporates versioning in the storage stage, formatting, and ease of access either by targeted search or great Information Architecture. Usually, publishing also includes portals that are branded with basic themes or other more complex branding to make it a great landing page for content consumption. These portals are called intranets or extranets. Content on intranets and extranets is usually read only and comes from another location within the ECM system. This book will discuss in detail creating and managing content for publishing, or rather, the locations from which content is pushed. It will not cover in detail the configuration and branding of such intranet and extranet portals.

Process

Content is not just viewed on an ad hoc basis, or edited, which is essentially another type of capture. Hopefully, it is incorporated into a decision-making process or line-of-business process. The problem is that these types of processes are usually designated for structured information in SharePoint, such as lists. Documents have an additional element of complexity because their content is unstructured, which means incorporating them into any process requires special consideration about their associated metadata.
Process is taking what has been stored in content and incorporating it into another line-of-business activity. These processes are often unmanned and automatic. However, a manually driven process still falls into this aspect of ECM. The elements of process are as follows:

- Workflow
- Business process management
- Business intelligence
- eDiscovery

**Workflow**

The most common example of process is referred to as approval workflows. This is the process of routing a content item or transaction through a series of predefined steps for approval between different layers of management. This is very common in Human Resources, Finance, and Procurement.

For purposes of this book, workflow describes a process that contains one or more states or steps, incorporates user and system tasks, and is routed in a single direction. The purpose of workflows is to take metadata and content and turn them into action. A SharePoint workflow requires an existing business process to be well understood and defined. In most cases, work just gets done, but the flow of how that is accomplished is not documented or fully understood by all knowledge workers. To facilitate that process from beginning to end, there are user driven activities, management decisions, and transactional exceptions that need to be reviewed and completed. Workflows are very high-value items to automate, but most organizations underestimate the amount of due diligence required to prepare for a workflow automation project.

In ECM, the considerations around workflow are not just the content that is moved around via workflow but the steps and considerations of the content flow itself.

**Business Process Management (BPM)**

Business Process Management looks very similar to workflow, but it differs in that it allows for multidirectional processes, ability to version processes, and change control for processes. It is said that workflow is available out-of-the-box with SharePoint, but BPM usually comes via third-party solutions. The biggest technical difference is not just the workflows that can be created but also the management of those workflows.

In later chapters, workflow and BPM will be discussed together with the assumption that the user is performing out-of-the-box SharePoint functionality.

**Business Intelligence and BigData**

After content has been captured and processed, gaining insights from the content is a great way to take their value even further. Business intelligence (BI) is a broad category of technology that extracts greater value from content.
The bridge between BI and BigData is very strong. Therefore, we have lumped them together. Both increase the value of the data and assume some sort of structure and good metadata. Arguably, BI is a subset of BigData, although BigData implies manipulation of large datasets, whereas BI could be big or small. We illustrate this in Figure 1-4 by showing content actualization, starting with the most complex and highest cost and moving toward the most commonly used to achieve tangible business value.

![Content Actualization Diagram]

**FIGURE 1-4** Content actualization.

BI really falls into the following three types:

- **Dashboards and Key Performance Indicators** This is most often what people are referring to when they say BI. In SharePoint, this is Performance Point and Conditional Formatting.

- **User-driven BI** This requires some data expertise and is usually performed using Excel and PowerPivot.

- **Data mining** Data mining is the intelligent extraction of value, and in SharePoint, it relies on a third-party tool.

Today, most people refer to BI as the ability to visualize large amounts of data in a graphical way, such as a graph. These are referred to as Dashboards or Key Performance Indicators (KPIs). They are fed by structured content, but unstructured content can be incorporated by using technologies such as Natural Language Processing, Text Analytics, Auto-Classification, or incorporating search into the analysis.

User-driven Business intelligence in SharePoint manifests itself as Excel spreadsheets and, more popularly, the PowerPivot add-in for Excel and SharePoint that allows a user to manipulate data in three dimensions or cubes.

Data mining is the most advanced and expensive use of BI. SharePoint can certainly be a source of information for advanced data mining tools but does not natively have data mining tools.

Arguably, BigData is just another definition of, or a broader definition of, a business system that includes and implies larger data sets and the use of a new database approach called NoSQL. Again, SharePoint does not have native BigData support, but it can certainly be used as a source for BigData third-party tools.
eDiscovery

A very specific type of processing of content is called eDiscovery. This particular process is one that organizations hope to avoid. Not only is the process of audits, litigation, and so on painful to the organization, the cost of such processes when not planned for is phenomenal.

Note An organization of 250–500 employees with 2–3 TB of data will pay in excess of $300,000 to cover the cost of just eDiscovery associated with litigation. Organizations well prepared for eDiscovery not only reduce the cost when they are faced with a matter; they improve the overall organization of their ECM system. A matter is the subject of legal action, compliance, or content audit. Discovery is the process of gathering content associated with the subject.

When planned for, this cost can be dramatically reduced. And the process of planning for eDiscovery, fortunately, is the same as all aspects discussed in search and Information Architecture. Why? Because eDiscovery is essentially search combined with records management.

eDiscovery seems like some abstract term, but it really talks about an advanced form of search. In a later chapter, we will go into more details about what eDiscovery is, how it’s used, why it’s used, and how it works in SharePoint. eDiscovery is the identification, isolation, and locking of any content that pertains to a matter. The most common instance of a “matter” is litigation. However, a matter could relate to the Freedom of Information Act, content audits, and so on. After eDiscovery is run and content is identified, it must be isolated and separated from content not associated with the matter. The relevant content must be held as a record so that it is not updated or modified, which would make its value null.

It’s safe to say that delivery and process are the areas we all enjoy the most when it comes to consuming content. It’s also the area where the greatest investments and advances in technology are happening. The goal of ECM is to get users to spend more time in the Process stage and less in the Capture, Store, and Preserve stages of ECM.

Preserve

Content, just like everything else, has a shelf life. Most of the time, content that expires is deleted. This is beneficial to organizations from a compliance and legal perspective and as a part of ECM, but there is some content that is long lived. This type of content, when not consumed regularly, just takes up needless space in an ECM system.

Content preservation is about taking that active content generated as part of ECM and moving it to a location in a format that can be accessed, although infrequently, in the foreseeable future. The important aspect of preservation is storage. In this context, storage refers to both the physical storage of the content and the format that the content will be stored in.
Most organizations prefer to use the high-availability content databases for active and vital content only. For archive content, the preference is to see its metadata but not allow the content to take up space in the content databases. This can be done by using tools such as remote blob storage (RBS).

**Note** Before active content can become inactive archive content, it must be reformatted.

## Reformat

It is very common to reformat content when it’s preserved. Ten years ago, the trend was to convert content to microfiche, but today it’s PDF/A. The purpose of reformatting is to ensure that it’s not editable and to ensure that it can be viewed in the future. The reformat process also includes the purging of unnecessary versions and metadata. In addition to reformatting, many organizations also choose to compress their content.

**Note** PDF/A is a special PDF format designed for long-time archival of content. It is an open standard that helps ensure the quality of the content and the ability to retrieve the content in any viewer designed to read the format. In addition to the content, it contains standards from metadata.

Reformatting also has the consideration of viewing. How can you be sure that the content you have preserved can be viewed in the future? This is where librarians and content preservationists excel.

## Compression

One major consideration for reformatting is the size of files. There is a process of compression that is often considered for reducing the size of files prior to final preservation. The problem is that it’s rare to find compression technology that does not alter the content of a document during the compression process. Lossy content, or content that loses quality each time it is converted and/or compressed, is similar to the result of taking a picture of a picture. Over time, information is lost, and the possibilities for editing, consuming, and repurposing content in the future diminish with each iteration.

Compression is just one type of transformation process that is commonly used in ECM. This process reduces the file size of a document without loss of integrity of the content. With graphics, compression can reduce the quality of graphics, but the content of the documents remains. Compression becomes significantly important when discussing ways to save space and archival processes.

Overall, preservation is not all too common, and as the cost of storage reduces and technology for managing content improves, it becomes less and less common. For that reason, preservation will be referred to in this book as a possible end to a document’s life in SharePoint, using such tools as RBS and SendTo locations.
Why use ECM?

Now that we have covered all the aspects of ECM, let’s talk about the “why” and “who.” Specifically, why should your company, department, or team implement ECM? Who will be responsible for implementing ECM, and who will use and benefit from it? The remainder of the book will then cover the “how.”

Do not mistake the question of why you should pursue ECM with anything your organization has in terms of current SharePoint implementation. Our goal for “why” you will implement ECM is a question that assumes the perfect hypothetical ECM system, a system where a knowledge worker’s effort to capture and categorize content is minimal but the amount of metadata capture is high, and the cost of finding and consuming the content is very low.

These goals are often at odds with each other. For example, expecting a user to enter content into SharePoint in the perfect way means that at time of capture they have to put in additional effort. By not getting the content captured in an ideal manner, the findability of content suffers from long search times and getting, at best, duplicate content and, at worst, the wrong content. In Figure 1-5, we show the contrast in effort between getting content into SharePoint (Capture) and retrieving or finding content (Consumption). Ultimately, you want to automate the process of capturing content to provide enough structured and validated metadata to make the consumption of the content relatively easy.

Note Findability is a measure of the effort it takes to locate a document. Content with greater findability enables a user who intends to locate a document to do so with the least amount of effort. Findability can happen at the platform level with tools that improve the quality of all searches, and at the content level with better metadata. You will sometimes hear the term putability, which, similar to the term findability, is the measure of how easy it is for a user to contribute high-quality, easily findable documents inside of SharePoint.

It was said earlier that it is possible for organizations to plan forever. So it’s important to note that all aspects of ECM come with a balance. The emphasis is unique to each organization and its current environment. While it’s frustrating, it’s a fact of ECM life, and it needs to be accepted.

Therefore, for the sake of this section, we will assume that the ideal ECM solution exists. Your organization’s motivating factors for implementing ECM will come from two primary drivers: reactive or proactive.
Proactive driver

It’s rare for knowledge workers without the skill set of content management to be interested in ECM without a reactive driver. However, you might have departments or managers that promote a culture that values organization. And from the perspective of being organized, they embrace the methodologies of ECM. Ironically, it’s also these departments and this culture that resist change, because they very often have a well-established system for filling content and are not much interested in taking that away.

Another area where organizations are proactive is when ECM has a direct impact on operational costs. This is most often where content touches a line-of-business application. This can be found in healthcare, insurance, accounting and finance, banking, and so on—that is, organizations where everything has a process and there is content involved. The benefit of these organizations is that they usually already have a retention schedule and content that varies very little in topic, so building an ECM solution is very simple.

And finally, there are the select few, like the book’s authors, who love the idea of getting content under control so that greater value can be attained. It is our goal that some readers of this book will finish in this category. Now let’s talk about those reactive drivers which are a more common catalyst for ECM.
Reactive driver

Reactive organizations have faced some negative event where the cost of poor ECM was evident. The most common such events are litigation and compliance, where a company was the defendant or claimant in a lawsuit. I’m sure that you can spot something in your organization where you can’t help but laugh at the way things are done. At some point, these areas of operation, you hope, are addressed with new approaches.

The second most common is compliance driven. A good example is if your organization operates in an industry that is compliance-heavy, like health care, insurance, or banking. These industries deal with a tremendous amount of regulatory burden. In fact, many of the legislative actions taken to create regulations like SOX (Sarbanes-Oxley), HIPAA (Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act), and Dodd–Frank (Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act) contain very specific provisions that can be complied with by using components of an ECM solution.

The benefit of the later reactive scenario is that very often, in such cases, the implementation of ECM is very clearly defined, and it’s more a matter of conformity. Most often, these organizations, due to their history in the industry, already have a good sense of what needs to be done, and their business challenge is adoption rather than implementation.

For the reactive scenario in litigation, these organizations very often were not aware of what was wrong until it hit them. The process of getting content associated with this litigation is called eDiscovery. Later in this book, we talk in more detail about eDiscovery. The cost associated with eDiscovery is phenomenal. Therefore, to be better prepared and to mitigate these costs in the future, organizations are deploying proper ECM solutions and participating in what is called early discovery.

The reactive scenario is not what the world of ECM hopes companies are using as their primary driver for implementing ECM. The hope is that organizations are thinking about what it takes to best actualize content, get the most value from content, and to make their knowledge workers as effective as they can.

This scenario is very rare and usually combined with one of the above reactive scenarios. There are a handful of organizations who believe that if they better capture, store, and deliver content, their costs of working with content will be reduced, the effectiveness of their staff increased, and finally, that they can move that content into more valuable decision-making processes, such as workflow and BigData.

How can you use information to make better decisions?

Information is just bits of data; it’s stored everywhere, and access to the information is abundant. Putting information in context provides the ability to acquire knowledge. Knowing when and where to use the knowledge gained from the information is wisdom. Putting wisdom into action is what differentiates individual performance and enables streamlined decision-making. As shown in Figure 1-6, each step represents a greater degree of meaning derived from content. Departments, workgroups,
and knowledge workers who can harness the Information, Knowledge, and Wisdom steps will help an organization to perform at a high level.

**FIGURE 1-6** Information steps.

Businesses generally make the mistake of thinking they are managing information by having hardware, software, and communications. In the majority of organizations, information is stuck in silos, duplicated without control and communicated in an inconsistent manner. A well-architected ECM solution can enable the enterprise to overcome the chaos and achieve remarkable results.

It is important to understand the difference between structured and unstructured content.

- **Structured content** A simple example is the color of red. This can be seen as a keyword value pair and can be used to create lists, tables, and relational context. This type of content is easy to get value from but is harder to create.

- **Unstructured content** This book is an example of unstructured content. This type of content amounts to 80 percent of all content and is easy to create.

The justification for ECM is to help knowledge workers create structure out of unstructured content. This helps them become more efficient by empowering them with content in the right context at the exact moment they need it. In today’s world, the volume of information is exploding at an exponential rate. Knowledge workers at every level of the enterprise are adopting a myriad of devices and technologies. Enterprises understand the value of information; we can all agree that the right information can mean the difference between success and failure. The only way the enterprise can get to the stated benefits of BigData, business intelligence, process efficiency, and business automation is to design, implement, and manage an ECM solution that focuses on helping knowledge workers access information successfully.

What is a *flexible content structure*? This is the ability for anyone to create, name, and store content without policies or requirements for organizing content in a meaningful way. This is what enterprise and knowledge workers have been allowed to do since the rise of the personal computer.

As long as the flexible content structure world exists, you need ECM. Most people think that because they are creating content they are managing it. This is blatantly false, and the end result is nothing short of chaos. Users have no idea where to find content; they spend most of the time searching and sifting through irrelevant and duplicative bits of information that was never stored with any thought of how to find the information later.
Return on investment

The primary drivers that create a positive economic impact on the enterprise are revenue growth and profitability. A secondary driver, like increased productivity, is more difficult to measure but nevertheless creates a substantial return on the investment for a well-structured ECM platform. We know that knowledge workers spend 5 to 15 percent of their time reading information, but up to 50 percent looking for it. The ability for a user to quickly find the information they are looking for is important. Even more important is finding that information in context of the business activities or systems that they already use.

To achieve even larger productivity gains, you have to move beyond just finding information and toward automating the collection, distribution, and processing of the information. ECM platforms provide a distinct advantage for business process improvement by automating common processes and reducing or eliminating redundant activities. Process re-engineering is a fundamental part of implementing a successful ECM platform. This goes beyond the technology and requires a commitment to change management and feedback loops to help determine where inefficiencies exist. Some of the changes will be procedural in nature and might require changes in human behavior, which is always more difficult than configuring the technology.

The duplication of content is pervasive. In a world where storage is cheap and nearly everything has a synchronization option, it’s important to think beyond just ease of access. At some point, the original content has to be discarded as it reaches the end of its life cycle. Your ability to ensure that content that needs to be deleted is actually deleted can provide the enterprise with cost avoidance by reducing the risk of having discoverable content in the eventual case of litigation.

Who does ECM target?

ECM targets different people for a variety of reasons and use cases. ECM is a set of disciplines that are used to guide the development of Information Architecture and governance.

A successful ECM platform supports the management of information for operational, transactional, and regulatory purposes. It provides access to the unstructured information assets that complete the record of a transaction, project, person, or activity. The information stored in an ECM platform is supportive in nature to all other systems used in the enterprise, putting structure around this information to control how it is used, who has access to it, and what processes are enabled to leverage it. As a document nears the end of its life cycle, the ECM platform is used to discard information to achieve compliance and reduce risk.

Everyone in the organization benefits from ECM. The key players that are targeted are broken down into those who implement and manage the SharePoint platform and those who access the information stored in SharePoint. Table 1-1 describes how to segment the roles and responsibilities of each of the individuals targeted.
SharePoint 2013 is a very powerful on-premise server based solution that is also available as an off-premise Cloud solution. Primarily targeted at small and medium sized organizations, Office 365 takes minutes to sign up for but in the range of a few hours to be fully configured. Administrators will have immediate access to settings for provisioned services. The core Services, Lync and Exchange, are available in minutes, but initial configuration of a multitenant SharePoint site takes around two hours to complete. We will discuss the ins and outs of the configuration options and introduce the concept of the Office Store.

All versions of SharePoint have benefited from a large, talented, and enthusiastic partner community. SharePoint 2013 continues to provide great opportunities for Microsoft Business Partners and Independent Software Vendors to build complementary technologies and vertical solutions that extend the platform. We will outline some vendors and applications that you should evaluate during your project planning and requirements definition. Knowing what technologies are available and how they can help to make your SharePoint ECM solution better will be a real advantage.

The legal and regulatory aspects of ECM from FOIA to SOX can seem like an overwhelming bag of acronyms. To help you navigate what is relevant and what is not, we will introduce the most common laws and practices that you should consider and how to address them in SharePoint. Litigation is a pervasive part of the business landscape, and being able to support eDiscovery requirements in the event of a lawsuit is critical. We will cover the technical aspects of SharePoint that are necessary for performing legal holds, controlling full fidelity of content, and supporting chain of custody.
Next steps

We have covered the difference between SharePoint as a technology platform and ECM as a methodology. In Chapter 2, we will dig deeper into the ECM Stack and uncover in detail the complexities of each stage of the content life cycle. The sections will follow the same structure but include actionable steps you can take to get comfortable planning for ECM in SharePoint. As you’re reading through each section, you should be gathering pertinent information about your specific environment and creating a high-level roadmap for implementation.

At this point, you should begin identifying the stakeholders for the ECM solution you will be designing. You need to separate the functions of SharePoint from the information architecture that your organization will use going forward. Identify your existing content repositories both inside and outside of SharePoint, and determine where they meet or fall short of the principles we have outlined in this chapter.
A fter content is in the system, it’s time to put it to work. You might think this is the easy part. Functionally, it is much easier than the creation and capture portions of the ECM life cycle, but strategically, it’s very difficult. We have found many organizations that are several years past an initial SharePoint deployment looking back and realizing that the adoption of this technology has not really improved a business process. In many cases, it has either become a web version of a shared drive silo or a collection of mismatched sites that aren’t easily navigated by users.

As we mentioned in Chapter 1, “ECM defined,” an ideal EMC solution is a balance between the effort to capture content and the effort to consume or find content. The preceding chapter was all about getting content into SharePoint; this chapter is all about consumption and accessing the content you need in an intuitive and structured manner. After content is stored in SharePoint, you have to pay particular attention to how content is managed, who manages that content, and how the content will be delivered and consumed. Last but not least, you need to determine how the content completes its life cycle, through disposition or long-term preservation.

Management of content

When we talk about the management of content, we are not just referring to who is in charge of SharePoint. Yes, we will discuss how to make sure your content is being treated properly. But we are also talking about how to manage its value, the people who use it, and setting proper expectations.

Two extremes prevail when organizations start implementing SharePoint. It either is seldom used, or it’s used prolifically without governance. Being aware of both of these opposing outcomes will guide your ECM team’s planning and help determine where to focus their primary efforts. You can start by answering the following four questions:

1. Is your organization one that embraces new technology or resists?
2. Does your organization process work at a macro or micro level?
3. Are shared drives the primary source of information management today?
4. What other systems or processes are used to manage content today?

Being honest about whether or not your organization can embrace new technology is an important question. In general, younger organizations are more adept and open to change, adopting new...
technologies, and improving processes. This is also true about people, so being realistic about who, where, and how you will implement and be successful with change is vitally important. Be aware of signals that people are resistant to change. These signals can come in the form of availability for meetings, a consistent focus on exception processing during design meetings, and the use of phrases like “If it isn’t broke, don’t fix it” or “This is how we have always done it.”

It’s important to work within the confines of how your organization adopts and addresses change. Specifically, in question 2, we ask whether your organization processes work at a micro or macro level. What we mean is this: How are decisions made, and who can effect change in work processes most effectively? In some organizations, groups and departments are given a fair amount of autonomy to get work done in the most efficient manner, using the tools and techniques that suit them best. In other more structured organizations, everything is mandated from the top down and there is a great deal of command and control.

Depending on your situation, you need to know how and where to start scoping the management aspects of content in your SharePoint ECM solution. This will also help you determine what individuals need to be on the ECM team, which we will cover in Chapter 5, “Building an ECM team.”

Change opposition or support
We implied earlier that ECM is as much, if not more, of a people problem as it is a technology problem. Although we use common nomenclature for business processes, like “expense approval,” and for departments, like “accounting,” no two organizations are alike. Because of this, it’s important to use principles and methods to guide your ECM solution design and not necessarily defined steps or configuration outlines.

We have found that there are companies who love new technology and, as an aspect of the culture, cannot wait to get their hands on it. These types of organizations or groups will be very excited to start using SharePoint and will be your early adopters. You can leverage their enthusiasm, but you will need to contain it, because this is usually the beginning of how viral use of SharePoint starts. Without Information Architecture (IA) or governance, these users will adopt bad habits and the ECM solution will turn out poorly. When this group establishes a bad habit, it’s hard to stop it.

You might find that the organization in its entirety or in specific groups is very used to process and control. These control-conscious groups are welcoming and normally not opposed to systematic ways to organize information. If you look at their shared drives, they tend to be very organized already, which we hinted could help with IA planning we cover in Chapter 4, “Cases in point.” While this group will be great for adopting SharePoint for ECM in the correct way, they will be hard to get moving, and they tend to not like change.

The other interesting element in this group is the nature of their content; it is typically more transactional and repetitive, as opposed to unstructured information. Most organizations have one or more of these types of groups. Some common examples are in finance, engineering, operations, legal, and human resources. Also, many industries are very used to structured processes and governance such as healthcare, insurance, and financial sectors.
Both types of groups, if already using shared drives as the vast majority of the content world does, believe that they have a system for organizing content and that it’s just fine. Whether a knowledge worker admits it or not, their slice of the shared drive pie is a dumping ground for content. Sometimes it’s organized, and at other times it was created while on a conference call. The net result is a system that they know because they built it, but one that does not serve the overall organization well. To understand how people might want to use your SharePoint ECM solution, it’s important to understand how content is being stored in these shared drives today.

How users currently manage their content is a good indication of how they will want to manage it in SharePoint. Habits are very hard to change, and if a person has been doing a particular job function for many years, they are used to adopting workarounds to get the job done. At the first sign of any struggle, a user may revert to old habits, such as looking for a workaround or complaining that the new system just doesn’t work. This is compounded by daily stress and workload that make the burden of using a fancy ECM solution even higher.

The four questions we asked at the beginning of this chapter were not outlined to establish any specific components of your implementation. Rather, they are meant to generate introspection so that you will begin to understand where your problem areas will be. You should use this knowledge to identify what groups will provide opposition or support for your ECM team’s planning of a successful implementation and extension of SharePoint. The next step is to use this information to address the specific areas of the Management portion of the content life cycle. The following outlines the primary areas to consider for who manages the content. Please keep in mind that the management of content is not the same thing as who manages the security or access levels to the content.

- Security
- Document types/retention schedule
- Document audits
- Managing bad habits
- Policy creation and implementation

Who manages content?
As a best practice, we recommend that the individual(s) in charge of managing content in SharePoint should not be the same people who maintain SharePoint, typically the IT department. In fact, depending on how large your deployment is, you can and should have many people who are responsible for managing content. The more people who are active managers of content, who understand the principles and benefits of your IA, the better chance you have of maintaining control of your information.

SharePoint as the ECM platform is the responsibility of the IT department, from the server and storage infrastructure to the farm installation and configuration. Their involvement or, rather, responsibility should stop at the site collection level. This is typically a blurry line, where IT responsibility
ends, and your IA and general ECM governance begins. Below the site collection, an individual(s) who has a vested interest in the success of ECM in your organization should manage your ECM solution.

In many organizations, this person is the Records Manager, Content Manager, or Information Architect. Some small organizations don’t have the luxury of such a position for budgetary reasons. Even some larger organizations haven’t identified the need for this specific position. There are a variety of reasons why this might be the case—for example, there is little regulatory oversight or the organization has never been party to litigation. In such cases, you have to consider appointing a team that is responsible for the content or, if the organization is large enough, individuals in each functional unit, often referred to as Super Users.

This is challenging in many organizations because both IT and the Content Manager or Super Users have, or should have, a stake in the ECM solutions performance. For example, it should be a defined part of their regular responsibilities or tied to a Managed Business Objective (MBO). In some cases, this can create challenges between IT and the Content Managers because they often do not have the technical know-how to take over at the site collection level.

**Note** Managed Business Objective (MBO) is a tool used by many organizations to establish goals above and beyond personnel job description. Monetary incentives usually accompany achieved MBOs to help acknowledge the extra effort required to meet the objectives. For example, a portion of the quarterly employee bonus can be based on MBO. Including MBOs for the effective use of the ECM platform is one technique that organizations are using to encourage proper adoption without the use of technology.

The first problem is usually addressed by creating synergy between Content Mangers and the IT staff. Both should be on the ECM Committee, which we will talk about in Chapter 5, “Building an ECM team,” and both should be bound by the common goal to make the ECM solution work, both technically and operationally. In most organizations, this works out well, but it also always helps to draw a clear line in the sand stating that IT is responsible for everything up to site collections and the overall performance and uptime of the farm and that Content Managers are responsible for everything below site collections.

**Note** Specific roles and responsibilities should be part of a well-defined governance plan and formalized documentation. Having a person(s) assigned to the role of Records/Content Manager or Information Architect is the best scenario and can help further define the organization’s commitment to ECM.

The second problem is much harder to address, and organizations can really address this issue only when they identify and recruit the required staff well, before SharePoint is selected as a platform. Many organizations luck out and can identify users in each function who aren’t in IT but are technically savvy and eager to be a part of this exciting new technology initiative. As for officially titled Records Managers and Content Managers, it is good to make sure that they have sufficient
SharePoint experience and training. A rule of thumb is that it takes about one year with hands-on experience with SharePoint to really begin as an administrator.

Security

If you have ever attended a SharePoint event, you know that one of the most common topics or common subjects within a given topic or track is security. This is both good and bad. The good news is that there are many individuals out there who know a lot about SharePoint security. The bad news is that the number of sessions at any conference on a particular topic is a gauge of how complex that topic can be.

Our approach is different. When it comes to ECM security, the best principle is that less is more, so keep it simple. This is one of the many areas of building an ECM solution in SharePoint that could result in planning paralysis.

From the field

Over-architecting security or any portion of SharePoint can result in a solution that is difficult to manage and use. During a recent project I worked on, it was clear that the security team was more interested in creating a complex security hierarchy that only they could understand and manage, this caused the project to stall. It finally came down to usability of the site collection, and the business unit was able to convince the CIO to override the security team. In the end, the security model established was good enough and the ability to get content in and then manage and use it was excellent. - Shad

We know and can recommend that simple is better because indirectly, while you are designing a fantastic IA (covered in Chapter 2, “ECM stack: content in”), you are determining security. That’s right: security users and groups are very similar to IA. And fortunately, IA in SharePoint indirectly helps determine your security structure. So with a well-designed IA, part of the security work is already done for you. Now let’s cover the two basic types of security in SharePoint: repository level and document.

Repository

Repository level security is the shared responsibility of the Content Manager(s) and IT. The repository level security should map to functional or departmental security groups in your organization’s active directory. Active directory most often is where users and access levels are assigned. Typically, users are added to groups based on their department or function. Most organizations have this well established, which also means it cannot be changed. Although every organization is different and therefore every active directory forest, tree, and domain structure is different, the goal is to have these high-level functional groups align with the SharePoint repositories.
As we explained in Chapter 2, repositories are both the logical and physical location of content. The top-level repository is the web application, also known as the site collection. The next level is the site, and the final level is the library. The number of web applications is roughly determined by the size of the organization and the amount of content. While it’s certainly possible to have multiple content databases, in this book we will assume that there is one content database per web application.

This means that the site collection is the first point, or envelope, that you can apply security to. For ECM, three general principles to follow for security are as follows:

1. Never assign user level security.
2. Never assign security lower than the site.
3. Never break inheritance lower than the site.

In general, one of the biggest challenges of security is the administration of it. Alarm bells go off in every organization when the security topic comes up; multiple people want to take ownership, and frankly, it becomes overthought.

When you think about it in simple terms, it’s rare to find an organization where everyone in a department or group can’t see all documents. Of course, there are exceptions; for example, Executive Management. However, the proposed approaches for IA that we outline in Chapter 4, “Cases in point,” will show how this is addressed by having a specific site collection or site for the organization’s leadership groups.

Therefore, the primary consideration is the groups, what the groups are applied to, and cross-functional sharing.

**The ideal scenario**

Based on our experience, we propose that each group gets assigned their portion of the IA. For example, the Human Resources security group gets assigned to the HR site collection or, for small organizations, to just a single site. The Engineering security group gets assigned to the Engineering site collection for large organizations or to a single site for small organizations. The manager of both of these functions should belong to a separate security group called Managers, and that group should be assigned to the Managers site collection for large organizations or to a single site for small organizations.

Our goal is that you begin to see a pattern emerging that will become very clear in Chapter 4 as you work through the practical examples. You should also be able to guide each group as they build out their portions of the IA by using the examples and templates we provide in this book.

This will also allow you to adhere to principle number 1, which is to never assign user-level security. With this method, you should never have to apply ad hoc security to individual users in the organization. The primary reason that we do not want you to do this is because managing it is very problematic, if not impossible. Without a third-party management tool, it’s impossible to know where these ad hoc users have been assigned. It is also very difficult to make sure, when security is no longer needed or when the user is no longer with the company, that the user can be or is removed.
Team site

Cross-functional projects/repositories needing many users to be involved should be created in a separate site collection for teams. In this site collection, the root-level security is the entire organization, and the team leader will solely determine the individual team site security in an ad hoc manner.

This seems like an exception to the rule, and it is. But the concept is still within the principles of ECM. The result of the project—that is, the individual team site—is the document that belongs to ECM. Therefore, the team site itself is a sort of record. The team site collection is an ECM system for all projects, and because projects have short lives, the project and all activity within that project live and die there.

The biggest challenge with this approach is to make sure that team sites are deleted when the project is over and, if the result of the project was a document, that the final document ends up in the approach function in the organization. For this, in SharePoint 2013, we recommend using the new site disposition functionality, and in SharePoint 2010, we recommend looking at third-party tools or relying on the team leaders, via policy, to clean up after themselves.

This approach addresses the need for cross-functional work, keeps the principles of ECM in their designated functions, and makes IA and ECM management flexible. Figure 3-1 shows an example of a project team site used as a cross-functional repository for the Projects team site.

![Figure 3-1 Projects team site.](image)

The final two principles we established for repository security were never to break inheritance below the site level and never to assign groups lower than site level. Both are established because of the fact that security is very hard to manage, and as soon as management is lost, it’s a rapid downward spiral in security and sprawl issues. This is especially true with the new share functionalities present in SharePoint 2013. Therefore, to keep security very clear and administration clean, we recommend that security be applied only at the lowest repository envelope, which would be the site collection for large or document-heavy organizations and a single site for smaller organizations. After this has been enabled on these repositories, it should not be broken out any lower.

It is even possible to get item-level security, and while it sounds fun, it’s not. We have yet to find a fully justified use case for when item level security is right.
Site administration and recycling

In addition to repository security, the following SharePoint-specific security considerations will be important to understand and plan for when implementing your ECM solution:

- Site collection
- Site administrators
- Recycle bin

Who has access to administration functions on the site and, more importantly, the site collection is an important consideration, primarily because of the risk it could impose on the stability of SharePoint. A site collection and site administrator have the ability to modify security, enable and disable features, navigate to terms sets, modify content types, and so on. Without malicious intent, it’s very easy to change something small, such as a content type, and harm the user’s ability to use the system.

The process we recommend is to have no more than three site collection and site administrators. If at all possible, assign only site collection roles, and no ad hoc site administrators. Your ECM solution, when established, should not change often, so the need for a site administrator should be minimal. The group of three should include two Super Users or Content Managers and an individual from IT—most likely the farm administrator. The purpose of three is redundancy and accountability. In the governance section of Chapter 7, “ECM planning guide,” we will talk about tracking these users and changes.

Note These three individuals don’t need to be 100 percent sure of all the functionality available in site settings, but they should be aware of the risk of changing things suddenly and have an appropriate level of cautiousness when making any changes.

From the field

Every time I open up SharePoint Site Settings, it takes about five seconds before I know where I am, and I will be delayed trying to remember where that pesky link I want to use is located. There I am, stuck on the site settings page looking for “Term Store Management.” From an administration level, SharePoint can be daunting to navigate even for the most experienced. - Chris

The recycle bin in SharePoint has special considerations at the site and site collection level. The recycle bin is where documents go when they have been deleted. By default, recycle bins are set up in two stages. This means that there are two recycle bins: the site recycle bin and the site collection recycle bin. The settings for this are found on the web applications settings page in central administration, as shown in Figure 3-2. It’s possible to turn off the second stage recycle bin, and it’s also possible to set a purge date for when the recycle bin is cleared: by default, 30 days.
This method is useful because it’s not uncommon for users to delete a document in the site and, on day 31, realize that they should not have. The consideration that needs to be made is who can restore, empty, and administer the recycle bin? Typically, the same three site collection administrators we outlined are the same who have access to administer the recycle bin. There are also two separate types of bins at each level: the end-user recycle bin and the administrators recycle bin.

**Note** There are unique scenarios for some companies where even the site collection administrators should not see the content of deleted items. In this scenario, if acceptable, we recommend enforcing with policy, due to the small number of site collection administrators. Otherwise, a custom solution is required to modify the security of the recycle bin.

It is also good to plan the limit size of recycle bins and to have a policy for when, if ever, they are emptied separate from the defined purge period. Ideally, organizations will establish a time period and adhere strictly to this rule because, as we will see in Chapter 8, “Records management,” following your own policies is critical for remaining compliant.

**Document**

We have established security to the repository, so now it’s time to consider what a user can and cannot do with the documents that are stored in the repositories.

On a site and library level, you can manage different types of security groups. These groups, separate from those in Active Directory, determine what can be done on a document level. For example, you can decide which users can edit documents and which users can only read documents. These settings should not be viewed as tools for producing content; rather, this is the security that happens on the repository. They should be viewed as a way to protect the content of documents from unfortunate editing by the wrong people.
You will find many approaches and views on this. Unfortunately, most organizations mimic security levels in their active directory. This is OK, but it usually results in too many groups to manage. Then there is the approach to consider just the types of activities that can happen to a document. For example, a user could perform any one of the following activities:

- **Design a document**  Provide the ability to view, create, delete, approve, edit, and customize.
- **Edit a document**  Make modifications to existing documents and delete them.
- **Contribute to a document**  View, create, update, and delete existing and new documents.
- **Read a document**  View and download existing documents.
- **View only**  This is similar to read, but you cannot download.
- **Moderate a document**  View, add, update, and delete items.

There are a few special actions that are reserved for custom solutions and web services that we are not covering in this book. All of these options distill to the ability to create, delete, modify, read, download, approve, and customize.

Because we have isolated document-level security as a way to protect the content of documents, we have included a decision tree in Figure 3-3 to illustrate a process of defining document-level security.

Even between experts, this approach can be quite controversial. The reason for such a radical approach is to maintain the ease of administration that SharePoint needs to have so as to ensure that the platform is adopted and extended. We believe that most organizations will have the requirement for the minimum level content security groups, which are Full Control and Read-Only.

**Note** The most important thing in your ECM solution is to make the approach the same for all sites, and make sure that you also consider how hard it will be to administer.
Document management

Also at the content protection level are the check in/out functions and the versioning functions. Checking out a document is a very important yet simple tool in ECM that ensures that as a document is being edited by a user, the editing process is not impacted by another user who views the document.

**From the field**

*When we were writing this book, we strictly adhered to the check in/out principle. There was not a time where we were working on chapters and the documents were not checked out. In the event Chris or I wanted to view progress, we would not impact each other’s updates.* - Shad

If you use default settings in SharePoint, it is up to the user to check out documents and to make sure to check them back in, at which point they should also add comments. Because it’s at the user’s discretion, you will find that when they own the content, they will tend to use this feature, because all users are sensitive to the additional work that could be created if someone else saves a version while they are editing. However, it’s not guaranteed, so we recommend that you enforce that whenever a document is being edited, it is automatically checked out. As shown in Figure 3-4, you can do this on
a library level in library settings and by selecting versioning settings. You can select Yes for the option
Require Documents To Be Checked Out Before They Can Be Edited?

**Settings > Versioning Settings**

- **Content Approval**
  Specify whether new items or changes to existing items should remain in a draft state until they have been approved. Learn about requiring approval.

- **Document Version History**
  Specify whether a version is created each time you edit a file in this document library. Learn about versions.

- **Draft Item Security**
  Drafts are minor versions of items that have not been approved. Specify which users should be able to view drafts in this document library. Learn about specifying who can view and edit drafts.

- **Require Check Out**
  Specify whether users must check out documents before making changes in this document library. Learn about requiring check out.

**FIGURE 3-4** Versioning settings.

A side effect of this important feature is users forgetting to check documents back in. This should first be addressed with training, and eventually there will be enough social disruption around popular documents that users will make it a habit. Administrators do have the ability to force checked-in documents. We have even seen some unique customizations that run on a daily basis to find checked-out items and remind users to check them back in via email. This is another people and technology problem that is better to address with people first.

**Note** Custom solutions add a variable to SharePoint that could impact extensibility, migration, and stability of the system. From time to time, we talk about custom solutions. By default, we recommend always using out-of-the-box features to ensure the life of your platform and that the ability to migrate to future versions is as easy as possible. When we talk about these recommendations, we are only hinting at some interesting possibilities; they should be considered carefully.

While in the versioning settings, we have something else to look at here. The next important consideration in protecting content, and a very common ECM feature is versioning. There are two types of versions, as we noted in earlier chapters. The first type is *major versions*, and the second is *minor versions*. A major version is everything to the left of the “.”, and a minor version is everything after. For example, if a document has version 3-2, it has major version of three and a minor version of 2. Both sides of the decimal can be essentially infinite. Therefore, version 3-125, the 125th minor version of major version 3 of this document, is possible but not advised.
The first consideration is whether you should use versioning. In our experience, it's hard to find an ECM scenario where versioning is not a necessary feature. This helps make sure that the activity associated with the edits to a document is well contained and that you can revert to old versions if you need to. We did a study that shows that about 1 in every 20 documents has a need to be reverted back to a previous version. Only if documents are read-only, if you have technical limitations on your content database, or if you are advised by legal counsel (because every version is admissible content and available for eDiscovery) should you consider not using the feature.

When an organization has decided to use versioning, it must consider whether or not to implement minor versions. It’s rare for an organization to have a need for minor versions unless they have implemented publishing. Publishing is the process of taking major versions of content and publishing them to other users in the same site or to intranet/extranet sites. This allows major version of documents to be published while the creator of the document can continually modify working versions. In most cases, organizations need only major versions. Unless you have strong documented reasons for doing otherwise, we recommend sticking with major versions only.

The final item to consider for content security is draft item security. It is possible to limit which users or groups can see draft versions of documents. In ECM, we feel that any setting other than “Any User who can read items” is dangerous. Does your organization use drafts and, if so, why? We find that most organizations, unless utilizing publishing features in SharePoint, don’t need to use the draft feature in most cases. If you are utilizing drafts, because this is such a subtle feature, it’s very difficult to document whether or not there is a special security consideration. As a result, if multiple editors are collaborating on a document, with some having draft privileges and others without, the problem of lost content will not be easily identified. It might be necessary at times for people without proper edit security to know about the existence of draft content. For these reasons, we recommend that, when using drafts, you should allow everyone to see the draft versions that exist.

We have outlined all the considerations for managing document repository security, ensuring integrity of the content, and special considerations as it relates to working with content in ECM. Now that your users have captured the content, your ECM solution is managing it because of the IA the ECM team put in place, and the users are putting the content to use. In the next section, we will explore the best practices associated with productive use of content.

**Delivery of content**

We have covered a lot of ground so far, but none as important to the people in your organization as the delivery of useful content. Content is useful when it is delivered to you and others in a familiar and consistent manner. The beauty of consistency is getting what you expect, whether it’s your favorite restaurant, a solid relationship, or relevant content. When you don’t get the experience you expect, especially if it is foreign to your common practices, whether it be in daily life or in business, you’re going to shy away from that experience.

In this section, we will build on the Capture and Manage aspects of ECM by emphasizing a strong method for delivering content to your users. You want this to be a fast and effective experience for
them, getting them the content they are looking for in a consistent manner. This is very important for user adoption, which is the ultimate factor in achieving success for your SharePoint ECM solution. Searching, finding, and consuming content is where organizations get beyond all the parts of ECM meant solely for the input and management of content and into actually using it for daily activities. It is where the mass of unstructured content will begin to meet all the back office line-of-business systems and processes used in daily operations. We recommend that you adhere to the following three elements:

1. **Consistency**  
   Leverage your IA.

2. **Focus**  
   For example, focus on the rule and not the exception.

3. **Users**  
   Involve them early and often.

### Consistency

The benefits of being consistent in your SharePoint deployment have been made clear throughout the book regarding consistency in how sites and IA are set up per department and consistency of content types and libraries. The same is true when you think about the ways you will put content in the hands of users for editing and consuming. The benefits to remaining consistent will be measured in the ease of maintenance, decreased help desk support, happy users, and the ability to expand the ECM solution in repeatable ways that can truly benefit the organization. This will happen by planning for and incorporating consistent file formats based on need, consistent views and viewing, search functions, and web app updates.

**From the field**

*During the final go-live week of a recent project, the document preview feature for SharePoint was identified as useful by a key stakeholder but it had not been included in the initial design for document library searching. This required Office Web Apps and some additional configuration. The hands-on user training had not included this new feature, but it was included in the final rollout. The help desk was immediately answering questions related to the install of the plugin required for preview; some users liked it and others didn’t. Ultimately, the feature was turned off to reduce remedial training efforts. - Shad*

Consistency of updates means that when you change the system you change it in repeatable and expected ways. End users fear change; this is a truth that will not go away. You should avoid changing the system frequently or in ways that alter the familiarity or steps required to interact with your SharePoint ECM solution. When you make changes, they should be regular periodic small updates, and any large changes should involve a prior notification. A fair amount of selling the change should be done with the users long before the change is made. Most updates to a farm that are visible to the user relate to consumption of content, which is why change is considered as a topic here.
From the field

I was on a short duration project recently, and on the first day of the project we spent a lot of time on library views and how beneficial they are, how they can replace a folder, and so on. What I did not do was tell my client at the same time how dangerous they were. The morning of day two I went into the office of an excited client. He wanted to show me what he had created the night before. To my horror, he showed me several libraries where he created not one, not two, but no less than seven views per library. They were all great views, but not a single user would know what they are for. When I asked him, “Did you do this on the production farm?” He enthusiastically said yes. This was a rude awakening to some users, who found new and unfamiliar ways of accessing content. - Chris

To interact with content, users have to access it first. Access to content happens in two ways: by browsing or by search. Unfortunately, we find that the current trend is “throw it in the bucket and search for it.” In a traditional line-of-business operation, this is not extremely effective. It is ineffective because search is the most subjective way of accessing content. In search, the burden is on the user to know the proper terms and format of a search query to get the document they seek. We would like to pose this question for you: If a user knows this much about the document, should they need to search? It’s rare to find documents with enough content, or content in the right place, for search to be a highly effective method of accessing content. A single search is usually a 50/50 event, but after multiple searches, the user gets the feel of results and can dial in the results they are looking for much faster. Therefore, we encourage organizations to consider search as the alternative when browsing does not work, rather than as the initial approach. In content browsing, a user drills down into the document they know they need, and because you have designed a good IA, they will get there very quickly. Indirectly, the more users need to search, the greater indication of poor IA planning.

Browsing and navigation

Browsing for content starts at the web application level. Users have to first identify where the document repository content lives and then the logical location of that content. Fortunately, we have explained why good IA is going to help you make sure that users spend most of their time in a single web application, making the need for extended navigation irrelevant.

The three main ways to navigate content are as follows:

1. Top link bar
2. Quick launch
3. Tree view

The first two are very common, and the last more common than it should be, because it implies problems with IA.
The top link bar, as shown in Figure 3-5, is the navigation at the top of the site. This navigation is generally reserved for physical repositories or subsites. It can be customized to link to any location via URL, but we recommend isolating to other web applications on the farm and subsites within the current site collection. You might also consider linking here to common resources that every employee in the organization can benefit from. As stated earlier, the key here is consistency. This is true for all navigation. Be consistent in how you name and order headings in navigation. Also be consistent about what the headings are. Navigation methods that are regularly changing will result in users finding another way to browse for content.

![Figure 3-5 Top link bar.](Image)

The quick launch pane is on the left side of the browser. It is typically used to show all lists and libraries. Our recommendation is that quick launch be used only for listing libraries and lists in ECM sites, with the exception of cross-functional site links such as extranet/intranet quick access—that is, locations that you know a user will frequent. You can do this by creating a new navigation link, as shown in Figure 3-6. Navigation links can link to locations in the farm or locations outside the farm that are accessible and referenced by a URL.

![Figure 3-6 Quick launch links.](Image)
All the links in the quick launch are grouped by headings. Usually, headings are limited to Home, Libraries, Lists, Tasks, and Calendar items. In ECM, we generally do not see the Task or Calendar item in sites; these are reserved for the team sites discussed previously in the context of the Manage section, so these headings are often removed in favor of just Libraries and Lists. Because headings are also linkable, it’s possible to have the headings themselves be the logical storage—for example, the “docs” library instead of “docs” being under “libraries.” The benefit of this is streamlined navigation, but it becomes troublesome if you mix varied types such as lists and libraries. The primary recommendation, as stated earlier, is be consistent and keep your navigation simple. As a best-practices approach to simplicity, we recommend that your SharePoint ECM solution include only headings that link to libraries such as “Documents,” “Rich Media,” and “Email.”

Tree view is an additional feature that can be enabled on SharePoint 2013 and is a way to visualize the relationship between logical and physical storage to its parent logical and physical storage. Essentially, when you turn tree view on, you get a new web part, as shown in Figure 3-7.

![Tree view](image)

**FIGURE 3-7** Tree view.

Another huge aspect of content view is library views, another tool that is either used not enough or in excess.

Many organizations are not aware of the extent that views in SharePoint can be modified. You can change columns by removing and adding which are visible. You can group content based on metadata, and you can create views that essentially filter content. Organizations that tend to use this in excess will have upwards of 10 views for any one library. This is an indication of bad IA. Organizations that are using the out-of-the-box views are using the tool too little and not leveraging the power of sorting by columns and filtering. These organizations will tend to be the same ones that use folders to organize their content.
There is no magic bullet on views, but there are a few guidelines. Every column shown should provide value to the user in the following ways:

1. If a column is useful only for some automation process or special type of user, it should be hidden or a part of a special view just for those types of users.

2. Columns should never exceed the right side of the page on a typical browser. Columns that are not visible in a single window are not usable.

3. Grouping is very powerful, but use this feature with caution and provide adequate user training as to the purpose of grouping. Grouping is used to aid a user who is browsing for content, while lists are used for more robust processes.

4. Limit the types of users who can create views, and make views consistent in all similar libraries across the entire SharePoint farm.

Site contents

Next on the navigation list is the viewing of site contents. In SharePoint 2010, this is called “View All content,” and in SharePoint 2013, it’s called “Site Contents.” Asking one to “Click View Contents” is a common phrase, but we feel a crutch. It should not be required for the typical ECM user to navigate to lists/libraries or contents that are not otherwise accessible via the quick launch. Typically, if this is being used, it’s a training problem, usually the result of someone far more experienced with SharePoint teaching how they use SharePoint, instead of how an end user should be finding and viewing content. Unfortunately, it is very common for a SharePoint site to have so many places to navigate from that an entire separate window to show all the contents is required. Both situations are not sustainable for widespread user adoption or simple browsing. We recommend keeping this tool a little secret, to be used by your super users only.

When IA fails or bad content somehow gets added to the system, the only option for accessing that content is search. Full-text search enables an index to be created from content stored in the body of a document. The goal is to get the user to the content with as few clicks as possible. With good consistency of content across the farm stored in a well-designed IA, a user is more familiar with content, and users can find that content based on keywords, where it’s located in the farm, and other metadata searching.

Search

We have all experienced light and overloaded search results or getting too few results or too many. To eliminate the problem of having too few results, you want to make sure that indexing across the farm is adequate and that all the content in the farm has the appropriate iFilter activated so that it can be indexed. We can eliminate the problem of having too many results by filtering results using Boolean logic search terms, if/and/else/equal to, or search refiners.
Now search in SharePoint has evolved to include Boolean logic. For example, I can make a query for documents where the title starts with SharePoint but has the word ECM in the body. It would look something like this: ("title:SharePoint*" AND "ECM").

Because Boolean searching is not a common tool, something more is needed. Users are often in too much of a hurry or not advanced enough to use Boolean logic. One way you can help them get to their results faster is by using search refiners.

Search refiners are generated automatically based on a document’s structured metadata. When you do a search for documents that start with “SharePoint” and contain the word “ECM” and you get too many results, you can refine your results by knowing simple things about the document, such as the author or when it was created.

Refiners can be taken even further, by including keywords and tags. Specific terms from the body of the document can also be generated on the left portion of a search panel, as well as their hierarchy. There is some customization required to get this feature to work, but it is one that is well worth the effort.

Remember that structured metadata is metadata that is generated by the system, such as author and modified date.

Farm administrators can do even more to assist the user in finding content. They can do things like visual best bets. This is where a particular document is highlighted at the top of a search based on a keyword. The relationship between the keyword and the best bet has to be established manually. This helps users know what is the most important document for that search term.

The trick with the best bets option is keeping it current and relevant. This usually requires an administrator specializing exclusively in search and who has the relevant operational domain knowledge or knows how to obtain that knowledge within the organization.

Another common feature is linking content to individuals by including people search in the search results. By default, this appears on the right side of the search results and is effective only if you have active MySite pages for your users.

Viewing
After a user has browsed to or searched for a document, they need to have access to view and edit the content.

In SharePoint, there are two options for viewing content: either via the client application or via the browser. Surprisingly, the answer as to which to use is highly dependent on the licenses your organization owns and the makeup of your users’ desktops. For example, if your users have Microsoft Office installed on their PCs, viewing via client application might be very convenient. If you have users accessing content on mobile devices, you need to spend time on a great browser viewing experience.
It also depends on your SharePoint licenses. To get the most robust experience with in-browser viewing and editing, the organization should invest in licenses to the Microsoft Web App server. This is a separate SKU and server on the farm that manages the real-time editing of documents in a browser. This tool allows both mobile users and PC users to have 80 percent of what is available in any client application for office documents.

To help ease your decisions, we recommend being consistent. Supporting various types of clients can be difficult. For example, if your organization is dominated by local network PCs with Microsoft Office installed, it’s recommended to make the “open in client” application the default use case. Additionally, this will help if you have other file formats that are not a part of the Microsoft Suite.

If you can purchase licenses to add Microsoft Web Apps Server, we recommend that you standardize on editing and viewing in the browser, to the extent where you remove Microsoft Office from the users’ desktops or laptop PCs. For unique circumstances for some users, you might allow the client integration with the local version of Office.

**Note** Separate the readers from the creators. In many organizations, those who create the content and those who read the content are not the same. It is possible to consider different modes of operation for each. For example, readers should be able to work with all in-browser viewing of content, while creators might need Office client applications.

Finally, there are third-party viewing tools available that cross a spectrum of file formats. When your users are doing a lot of read-only access to documents, these tools might be useful.

### Preservation

Preservation of content is an aspect of delivery, because typically preservation is a process of document conversion and movement to another location.

Preservation focuses on content that has historical importance to your organization. The types of content can be diverse and vary depending on the type of organization, enterprise governance, and any regulatory considerations you might have to contend with. The breadth and depth of preservation is very noticeable in the government arena, where many documents have historical importance and, in some cases, need to be kept forever.

For example, the documents associated with city planning could have a life cycle that requires them to be kept forever, to retain the historical significance of when, where, and how land use decisions were made. It’s key to understand where SharePoint ECM begins and should end in terms of active content and archiving.

In the case of historical documents, the importance of managing a content life cycle does not generally have an impact for a SharePoint ECM solution, because many of the historical documents should be stored either on permanent media or on microform.
We recommend that you focus your SharePoint ECM solution on active content. This is content that is being created, reviewed, and shared and that has value to the organization at large for completing a job function or transaction. We do not recommend that you use SharePoint as an archive or long-term preservation solution.

Even if preserved content is still a part of SharePoint, it’s recommended it be moved to a completely different SharePoint farm or, at minimum, to a site collection. The reason for this is that SharePoint is built for high activity and interaction from users, whereas preservation is about content that is interacted with very rarely or only for research purposes.

If you are keeping this content in the active SharePoint environment, there is a large opportunity cost that is taking valuable resources away from other high-value content. It is taking up space from your primary storage that should be dedicated to active content. Also, it could be impacting the performance of the farm, but most importantly, it’s accessible by users who might or might not know the difference between preserved content and active content.

We recommend the following steps when determining how content moves from the active portion of its life cycle to the preservation stage:

1. Determine where the preserved content will live. It is assumed that as a part of the process of preservation the content will move. If you are saying to yourself that preserved content will simply be placed in a separate library in the same location as active content, this alone is not considered preservation.

2. Determine the long-term preservable format that the content requires.

3. Determine the automated or manual process that will move and convert the content.

4. Determine a custodian for preserved content. This will be an individual or external organization.

5. Determine the format of metadata for preserved content, and include in that metadata the last location where the content was saved in SharePoint. This is important to establish the chain of custody.

If you choose SharePoint as the final location for preserved content, consider methods of remote blob storage (RBS) for the preserved content. RBS is a database configuration that allows certain content to live outside of the SharePoint database while maintaining its accessibility through SharePoint. This allows you to keep the content in the SharePoint user interface without the load on the database. Using RBS is not recommended for active content but only for site collections where you have moved or are referencing preserved content.

It is a great practice for organizations to start either preserving or offloading inactive content, or disposing of it according to a predetermined retention schedule. This ensures the efficiency of the
system and prevents users from being overloaded with content that is no longer relevant. This should be done in accordance with the following activities performed by an experienced Records Manager:

1. Create a records inventory to determine the breadth and depth of all your organizations records, both physical and electronic.

2. Create a retention schedule that clearly outlines the definitions of content, based on several parameters that are relevant to your organization. At a minimum, this usually includes document type, records series, retention period, active date, and inactive date.

Legal Holds can also be established for items identified during litigation discovery processes. These are known as Interrogatories and Requests for Production (ROGs). In this case, content objects can be placed on hold with a timer. If they are touched or further requests are made before expiration of the timer, it can be reset accordingly.

3. Create a records retention policy that clearly outlines the procedures and governance of records for your organization. This usually includes the review and blessing of your legal department and executive branch.

After these activities have been performed, you can use the information in the retention schedule to configure SharePoint to support the preservation of content at the appropriate stage of its life cycle.

You have now completed the reading necessary to understand all the series of stages that content traverses during its life cycle. We began with defining Enterprise Content Management in our introduction. We then walked you through each of the major steps required for a SharePoint ECM solution. To recap, we have covered the following areas:

- **Getting content in, or Capture**  Upload, MS Office, scanning, native documents, forms, and streams
- **Configuring site(s) collections and document libraries, or Store**  IA, versioning, formats, and transformation
- **Moving content from person to person, or Process**  Business process management, workflow, business intelligence, and eDiscovery
- **Finding and collaborating on content, or Manage & Deliver**  Navigation, editing, viewing, searching, and preserving

**Next steps**

We will now outline two different strategies for using your newly acquired ECM knowledge. First we will look at a small or departmental deployment of SharePoint ECM, and then we will make the necessary adjustments for a much larger scale project. We will be providing step-by-step instructions and giving you some nice outlines that you can use for documenting your IA.
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I started my career life in content management, specifically in the area of image capture. As you will soon learn, capture sits in the early portion of the document life cycle, and at first glance seems so basic. But it is not. The sole job of image capture is to transform paper into value for a content management system, marrying physical documents with electronic. When you start to get into the details of how capture is done, its complexity becomes overwhelming fast. Do you capture all information? Some? What is the right format? What if you need to repurpose it? What do you do with the original? What happens when the types of content you capture are varied? Capture is just one piece of ECM, and as I’ve learned, all pieces follow the same pattern; they seem so rudimentary, but quickly you find that to execute on them well takes thought.

Think of all the unclaimed content or information out there. Think of the information that has haphazardly been pushed aside, a form of capture, and the implications that made on its findability in the future. We know how to generate information but not yet how to use it.

“When information is cheap, attention becomes expensive.”
— James Gleick, The Information: A History, a Theory, a Flood

If you were not born with the ECM gene, don’t worry; this book is still for you. The benefits of ECM, I can safely say, are the same for all. Although it might be a taste of medicine for some, the results of proper ECM are felt everywhere.

Whether you insist on hoarding information and organizing it like I do or whether you operate within the confines of normal organizations, with their hodgepodge of personified drive letters and multiple unplanned repositories, the benefits are the same. A well-designed and implemented ECM solution is a chugging engine that gets you on the path to better content utilization.

We all intend to transcend ECM and the simple aspects of managing content and move into a world where the content we spend so much time creating delivers real
value. And by real value, I’m referring to all those technology terms that really excite us: BigData, Cloud, Unified Information Access, and Semantic Web. These more entertaining technologies make one major presumption: that we have succeeded in capturing and storing the content in a way these evolving technologies can consume. So far we haven’t.

Today I believe that the technology world has finally mastered the capture of information, but we still are very poor at storing it, and we are only just now flirting with the grand potentials that come when we try to actualize it. Everyone needs the processes of ECM to be successful with their content actualization. This book takes the “why?” and “how?” of ECM and smashes them together into a comprehensive tool. A tool allowing you to form SharePoint into the best content storage and delivery machine it can be.

Writing this book in itself was an ECM exercise. And like all ECM projects, it was hit with detractors and challenges from every angle. While writing this book, I had a job change, fought the economy with the rest of the U.S., and finally said hello to the possibility of being a father. I dedicate this book to everyone who felt the blunt end of my stress to get it done, to Shad for making the efforts see the light of day, and to my beautiful wife and future child.

SHADRACH WHITE  Enterprise Content Management is an industry-adopted term that is often referred or rather mislabeled by many. The reasons for this are due to the evolving landscape of information management. Whether it’s early card catalogue techniques, microform, document imaging, or records management, the goal is always the same. Take vast and varied amounts of information and organize it so that anyone can find what they are looking for. The truth is, managing and organizing information in any form so that it is easy to find after you store it is one of the biggest challenges that all organizations grapple with, regardless of the technology used. My co-author Chris Riley is a rare example of someone who analyzes and then organizes every bit and byte of information. He refers to this as the ECM gene, and I am lucky enough to have a few of those chromosomes myself. This is one of the reasons he can accomplish so many complex tasks across a wide variety of subject matter and operational boundaries. In this book, our goal is to share our experience, best practices, and our obsessive desire to organize information so that it becomes easy to find and share.

My first role in the ECM field was working as a systems analyst and network engineer in my home state of Alaska. I worked in all facets of the business, from sales to implementation, training, and rollout. After successfully selling, implementing, and supporting dozens of document imaging and optical storage solutions across Alaska, I moved to Seattle. Working closely with upper management, I implemented some of the earliest and most successful document imaging solutions in the Northwest at companies like Eddie Bauer, Boeing, and Costco. It was during this time that I became frustrated with the lack of proper
expectations being set with customers prior to selling them an ECM solution. I recognized
the need to create best practices for architecting a document management solution and
building a project delivery model. Prior to that, the approach was to sell the software and
figure out the details later. Unfortunately, this is still a common practice today, and the
results are either shelf-ware or poorly architected solutions. After reading this book, you
will have tools and examples that can be used to prevent these outcomes and help you
deliver an ECM solution that balances your business objectives, technical requirements, and
budget.

The importance of developing a plan and following best practices can be challenging,
and in the rush to just get the software deployed and the project completed, many impor-
tant factors are too often overlooked. To write this book, I have relied on my experience in
over 300 content management projects where I variously participated as a lead technical
architect, project director, and later as an executive sponsor. Because not all projects are
winners, my goal for you as a reader is to share the knowledge that came from both suc-
cess and failure.

In nearly every project, you will encounter challenges from one of three primary areas:

- **Resources**  Time, infrastructure, money
- **Technology**  Functionality, integration, devices
- **People**    Users, management, project team

I have been asked many times about what the main difference is between a highly suc-
cessful project and others. Without hesitation, it’s about the people. Without a great team,
solid executive sponsorship, and engaged users who together take ownership, you can
have all the resources and technology in the world and fail spectacularly.